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In Our 96th Year

Calloway Speech Team
Wins Oldham Tournament
The Calloway County High School
speech and debate team took first place
sweepstakes honors at the Oldham County
Invitational Tournament held Saturday at
La Grange.
The Laker speech and debate team
compiled a total of 92 points while second
place Marion County scored 48 and third
place Paris High 14. Fourteen schools
Competed in the event.
Calloway entered 31 members in
competition with 27 qualifying for the final
round. The Laker team brought home a
total of 18 trophies.
Students winning individual honors
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Included: Chuck Williams and Bruce
McManus first and third places in boy's
extemp; Gail Tucker and Karen Edwards,
second and third places in girl's extemp;
Renee Tobey, Krit Stubblefield, and Nada
Frazier, first, second and third in oratory;
Sandy Gray, third place in poetry; Terri
Erwin, first place in prose; Krit Stubblefield and Danny Kingins, second and
third places in storytelling; Teresa Moody,
second place in dramatics serious; Jobeth
Northwood and Regina Cook, first and
second in dramatics humorous; Randy
Herndon-Terri Erwin, and Nada FrazierSheila Darnell, second and third places in

duet acting; and Mike Farris, third place
in broadcasting.
Certificates were presented to Ressa
Buchanan, Minda Hurt, James Bibb, Trine
Swift, Luana Colson, Rhonda Darnell,
Tammy Feltner and Peggy Rogers for
qualifying for finals.
Debaters Rick Wilkerson, Kevin Bowen,
Randy Hutchens and Tommy Riley
received third place honors by compiling a
5-3 record.
Speech and debate coach Larry England
will enter the team again November 8 in
the Trigg County Invitational Tournament.

RIGOROUS INSPECTION — Members of the Murray High School Marching Band underwent a rigorous inspection as
part of their evaluation in the Contest of Champions held at Middle Tennessee State University at Murphreesboro, Tn.
Photo by lolsn Witmer
Saturday.

The Murray High School Marching Tiger
Band placed third in the prestigious
Tournament of Champions held at Middle
Tennessee State University.
Band director Joe gills called the third
place showing "at least as significant" as
the band's first place win at the Memphis
Marching Tournament, because of the
high quality of compeition at the Tournament of Champions.

"Cheaper By The Dozen" will be the title
of the fall play to be presented by the
Calloway County High School Drama
Department on Thursday, October 30, at
7:30 p.m. in Jeffrey gymnasium of the
school.
The fall, a comedy, is set in the early
1900s about a family with twelve children
with the father thinking the family should
run "just like a factory," according to the
director, Miss Kethy Stubblefield.
Members of the cast are Becky Blackford, Johnny Brinkley, Gena Cleaver,
Terri Erwin, Kathy Harding, Danny
Hutson, Kathy Jackson, Danny ICingins,
Sherry Snyder, Rick Spann, Sandra Stark,
Krit Stubblefield, Mike Thomas, Joe Todd,
Randy Walker, and Chuck Williams.
The admission will be one dollar for
adults and seventy-five cents for students.

The third place win placed Murray
above 30 of the top marching bands in this
part of the country. Sills called the contest
one of the most pre.stigious in the nation
and the biggest in the Southeast in terms of
quality of participating bands.
Saturday was Murray's first appearance
in the contest, and also their first appearance in an inspection in four years.
Out of a possible 10 points in the inspection,
they scored 9.7. The .3 point was individual
conduct, such as eye movement while at
attention, which Sills attributed to nervousness at their first inspection. "They
all knew better, but under the tremendous
pressure,I'm sure complete concentration
was difficult," he said.

At the conclusion of the preliminaries,
the top four bands competed again in lb*
finals. Sills called it "tremendously exciting" when they announced the top four
bands, Murray, Nashville McGavock,
George Rogers Clark, and Lexington
Lafayette.
In the preliminaries, Murray scored
85.7; Nashville 84.8; Clark 88.9, and
Lafayette 87.5 out a possible 90 points.
Each band bettered its score the second
Urns.
Final scores were McGavock 181.1;
Murray 182.8; Clark 184.8, and Lafayette
185.9 out of a possible 190.
Kentucky bands dominated the contest,
with the first three places in both large and
small classes being Bluegrass bands.
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this year." Sills commended Buddy Light.
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Deaths & FuneraLs
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band for inspection.
Sills also pointed out that the Murray
band was the only one in the top four
places with freshman members. The
Clear and not as cold tonight, low in the Murray High
Band is about 30 per cent
mid to upper 40s. Partly cloudy and mild ninth graders,
while the other three bands
Tuesday, high in the upper 80s to low 70s. used only students in
the 10th through 12th
Wednesday partly cloudy with chance of grades.
showers.

Clear Tonight

Anne Gregory To
Appearin-State
Pianorama Concert
Miss Anne Gregory of Murray, piano
student of Mrs. Neale B. Mason of Murray,
will be one of thirty-five students from the
state to play in the first All State MultiPiano Ensemble Pianorarna Concert to be
presented at the state convention of the
Kentucky, Music Teachers Association at
the University of Kentucky, Lexington,
November 2, 3, and 4.
The students from over the state
play the fifteen pianos with Eulalie Bles,
of the University of Evansville, Evansville, Ind., as conductor. Mrs. Homer L.
Purdy of Madisonville is state chairman.
pr_agraun
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in keeping with the Bicentennial
celebration.
Marie Taylor, assistant professor in the
Department of Music, Murray State
University, will participate in the closing
part of the convention program which will
be an arrangement of Sousa's Stars and
Stripes Forever as played by the faculty of
Eastman School of Music, Rochester, N.
Y., with Kentucky University faculty
members being invited to perform this
number.
The concert will be presented on
Tuesday, November 4, at ten a. m.

SWEEPSTAKES WINNERS — The Calloway County High School Speech and Debate team took first place sweepstakes
—
honors at the Oldham County Invitational Tournament held Saturday at la Grange.
Stall Photo by David HS

Kreskin To
Appear At
University
Although figures are not available, there
are many individuals who tour the country
seeking to explain or demonstrate the
phenomenon known as extra sensory
perception 1ESP).
Card tricks and memory joggers have
become relatively familiar for audiences
everywhere in the world, that is except the
ones performed by the individual known
simply as Kreskin.
He takes a large telephone directory,
gives it to a volunteer, and seconds later
names the precise listing the individual
had chosen. Or he ramdomly selects
participants from an audience, seats them
onstage, and moments later has each
experiencing a countless variety of
motions, feelings, sounds, or actions.
Kreskin has $20,000 set aside in a New
York bank account for anyone who at
anytime, can prove that individuals used
in his acts confederate with him. The offer
Is also open to anyone who can prove
anyone used onstage is in a hypnotic state.
Kreskin will perform Tuesday, Oct. 28,
at the Murray State University's Lovett
Auditorium as part of the Student
Government Association's Lesture-Insight
fall presentation.
Tickets for this very special performance will be sold at the door for $1.50
each with MSU students holding identification cards being admitted for 11. No
reserved seats are available.

Tappan Operating Losses
Reduced, Directors Told
MANSFIELD, OHIO—The Tappan
Company's (NYSE-TAP) Board of
Directors in their regular bi-monthly
session last week reviewed third quarter
1975 operating results.
Operating results/or the third quarter of
1975 showed net sales at $47,702,000
compared with $57,880,000 for the third
quarter of 1974. The figures revealed a net
loss of $1,285,000 for the quarter this year
compared with a loss of $1,444,000 during
the same quarter last year.
Figures for the first nine months list net
sales for 1975 at $149,646,000 and for 1974 at
$171,517,000. Losses for the first nine
months this year totaled $3,749,000 while in
1974 losses to this point totaled $2,038,000.
W. R. Tappan, chairman of the board,
said: "The third quarter sales decline
from 1974 is not as severe as it may appear. Many sales gains were realized in
the third quarter over 1974 as microwave
ovens are up 43 per cent, kitchen cabinets
and bathroom vanities are up 12 per cent
and heating and air conditioning are up 8
per cent."
It was pointed out by Tappan that, "the
third quarter sales decline was
predominantly due to a strike at our
Murray, Kentucky plant. Product tooling
has been removed from the Murray plant
and gas ranges are now being produced at
other facilities. Fourth quarter sales will
benefit from steadily improving
productitty at the other facilities to meet
an increasing order backlog."

Despite the lower sales level and Murray
strike costs, operating losses have been
substantially reduced through:
—A major cost reduction program
started last year
—Less carrying costs due to lower inventory balances
—Increased selling prices and stable
material costs
—A lower break-even point due to
reduced fixed costs.
It was further pointed out by Tappan
that, "the Company estimates the lost
sales volume and out-of-pocket costs have
approximated $.30 per share in the third
quarter due to the Murray strike. The
strike began on June 23, 1975 and is now in
its 18th week. Approximately 600 people
were employed at the Murray location
when the labor stoppage began. There are
still many unresolved issues and no
estimated settlement date is available."
On a more positive note, inventories
have declined $23.0 million, or 36 per cent,
since December 31, 1974. Cash provided by
this inventory -liquidation enabled
repayment of $16.0 million of short-term
bank debts at March 31, 1975, and $9.0
million is currently invested in short-term
marketable securities. With the inventory
reduction program now completed.
production levels have been increased in
recent weeks to approximate incoming
customer order rates. This increase in
production activity will enhance future
earnings.

Four Injured
In Accident
Early Today

Four persons were injured in a two-car
accident early today at the intersection of
12th and Chestnut Streets, according to
Murray City Police reports.
Cars driven by Cynthia A Craven,
Fulton, and Randal L. Scott, Route Eight,
reportedly collided at the intersection,
Miss Craven and Diane Stevenson, and
Janice Elliott, both of Regents Hall, were
admitted to the Murray-Calloway County
A special meeting of the Murray- Hospital for observation, where all are in
calloway County Airport Board will be satisfactory condition
held at 8:00 p.m., Wednesday, October 29,
Scott was treated and released for inat the Murray Holiday Inn.
juries sustained in the Incident.
The purpose of the meeting is to consider
'Police said the Craven car was going
bid proposals received for farming west on Chestnut and the Scott car was
operations on the land at the airport and going north on 12th when the accident
other routine business.
occurred

Airport Board
Meets Wednesday
APPLE BOBBING— Mars Anne Woolley gets in some practice for the "applebobbing- event which will be a part of the Kappa Department of the Murray
Woman's Club "Haunted House and Kappa KamivaL" The annual Halloween
festival will be held Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. Oct. 28-30, at the
exhihition barn at the Calloway County fairgrounds. The doors will open at 5:30
p.m. each evening.
Photo by Wilson Woolley

GROUNDBREAKING HELD — Members of the Murray Masonic lodge No. 105
and Eastern Star Chapter No. 433 participated in groundbreaking ceremonies
Sunday afternoon at the site of the lodge's new %Wing on Ky.' 121 west. The
groundbreaking ceremony was followed by a.'picnic lunch. A spokesman said
that block work on the 50 by 70 feet, two-floor structure should start this week.
Staff Photo by Gene Mk( us. heon
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Calloway Entry Winner, Talent

Yourindivlual Horoscope

Competition'Al District Beta
Mike Farris of Calloway
County High School Beta Club
was the winner in the talent
competition held at the First
District Beta Clubs' fall
meeting on October 16 at Hickman County High School,
Clinton. Farris won with his

Vernon E. Riley, state Beta
sponsor, Calloway County, and
Lynn Crutcher, state Beta
president, Reidland.
Calloway County had thirtyseven members at the meeting,
second in number only to host
Hickman County who received
the attendance plaque.
The spring meeting will be
held April 6, 1976, at Calloway
County High School.
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FOR TUESDAY,OCTOBER 28. 1975
Look in the section in which SCORPIO
Enjoy Land Between The
your birthday comes and find Oct. 24 to Nov. 22! 1111/* Lakes during October, a
Weigh fitness and the validity favorite
what your outlook is, according
month for being out-ofof proposed action carefully
to the stars.
doors.
Keep eyes on the farthest
Empire Farm is featuring
horizon possible as you steer
ARIFS
Stitchery this month - emcourse.
your
20)
VA
(Mar. 21 to Apr.
broidery, crochet, quilting, and
Give extra attention to SAGITTARIUS
cross-stitch. Interesting
business affairs now. The (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You may have an unpleasant displays will acquaint you with
slightest carelessness or
these crafts. The crisp autumn
neglect of detail could cause situation to deal with, or some
complexity in a job matter. But days remind us that Christmas
needless losses later.
your optimism and know-how is not far in the future as we
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 6G1' can turn things to advantage if might want to think.
This week will bring opYou may have to revise some you don't panic.
portunities
to learn some new
CAPRICORN
may
assist
plans. Others
Christmas crafts.
somewhat but, in general, you (Dec. M to Jan. 20)
Information needed to conown
draft
your
must
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
alterations. Be prepared for the summate a business deal now
October 27-November 1—
forthcoming. With the added
unexpected.
facts on hand, proceed as CROSS-STITCH - The stitchery
GEMINI
emphasis this week at Empire
4
51- originally planned.
I May 22 to June 211 11
Farm is on cross-stitch. Visit
Mercury
highly AQUARIUS
Your
any day of the week 9 a. m.-5 p.
auspicious. A good day for ( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Be cautious in dealing with m. for ideas and instruction in
attaining a cherished goal.
Someone behind the scenes is associates. Some may urge you the use of the simplest yet most
to make certain commitments versatile forms of needlework.
working in your interest.
against your better judgment.
CANCER
October 29 —DISCOVERY
C) PISCES
July 23) e(
to
(June
22
WALK - Join us for a leisurely
Mike Farris
' 45-minute stroll to discover the
Forethought must be day's ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) Xe
-Talent Winner
Your intuition and sell- historical and natural
watchword. Make no important
features
no reliance stimulated now. And of the area. Center Station,
sign
decisions
and
Kevin Penick
oration on 'The Bicentennial
2p.
agreements without careful both will be needed if you are to m.
-Named Treasurer
Ripoff."
solve some possible "tricky"
misleading
deliberation.
Some
Elected as district treasurer
October 31 — HALLOWEEN
situations.
influences.
was Kevin Penick of Calloway
LEO
County to serve with David
YOU BORN TODAY are
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4124:il
Glidewell, president, Hickman
Don't overspend in an effort endowed with a highly active
County, Gary Hughes, viceto impress others. In fact, mind which is always teeming
president, Trigg County, Linda
wading out of your depth with progressive ideas — AND
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Avery, secretary, Calloway
financially in any way would be practical concepts for carrying
Mrs. W. F. Fitts of Murray
County, Tommy Franklin,
them out. Stability and security
extremely foolish now.
reporter, Reidland, and Mrs. has been a patient at Lourdes
are your first concerns and you
VIRGO
WP tli• will work tirelessly to attain the
David B. Graham, sponsor, Hospital, Paducah.
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Hickman County.
Avoid a tendency toward goals you set for yourself. You
Renee Tobey of Calloway
pessimism. Why assume that have a tremendous sense of
County announced her camthings will not work out? Couple responsibility and both family
PADUCAH PATIENT
and
business
your lively imagination with members
paign for the office of state
Victor McGary of Murray has
your innate practicality, and associates know that you will
• secretary.
been dismissed from Lourdes
you can get around almost any never let them down. Here,
• Special guests were Mrs. Hospital, Paducah.
howeves, you may sometimes
situation.
•
find impositions placed upon
LIBRA
•
;P:e•hhh:•:•:•:•:•:e•Me•:•:46:;:;S:;S:;:;:::.;:;:;:::::::;:::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;2;:;:;:;:;:;:;:•:•:•:•:•:•:::
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Aril you. Be alert! Fields in which
Stellar influences excellent! you could especially succeed:
Both artistry and imagination medicine, the law. Birthdate of:
stimulated. Use both well and Capt. James Cook, Eng. explorer.
results will please.
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AT HEMATITE - An eyeopening walk around Hematite
Lake to interpret the sounds and
sights of the night. HOMO&
Picnic Area, 5 p. m.
October 31-November 2 —
WILDERNESS WEEKEND Land Between The Lakes and
The American Mountain Men
present an introduction to
primitive camping and survival
techniques including training in
orienteering, shelter building,
natural foods, and first aid.
Orientation at Camp Energy
Friday night; backpack to
primitive campsite Saturday,
returning to Camp Energy
Sunday. Children under 14 must
be accompanied by an adult.
Register at Center Station or
phone 502-924-5509. Fee: $10 per
person.
November 1 — CHRISTMAS
CRAFT DEMONSTRATION Make Christmas decorations
for your home during the
Christmas Craft Demonstration
at Brandon Spring Group
Camp. Workshops will be held 9
a. m.-Noon and repeated 1-4 p.
m.
RESERVATIONS
REQUIRED.
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Coffee Cup Chatter
the stark contrast of black &
white grounds. —Mrs. Dean
itarikseilleemeice— --Roper, Mayfield.
++++
When baking, always take a
few moments to wipe the in- Do you, as a family know how
terior of your oven with a sudsy much you are worth? If your
sponge. This will remove the home were to burn tomorrow,
grease which otherwise builds could you remember everything
up, hardens and burns on with it contained? Taking an ineach reheating of the oven, ventory of household items
making oven cleaning more takes time but is worth the
tedious. If you have a Teflon- effort. However, after a
lined oven, use only warm sudsy household inventory is made it
water. Do not scour this finish to doesn't take a lot of time to keep
remove cooked-on foods. They it up to date. —Mrs. Maxine
should easily wipe out; scouring Griffin, Clinton.
++++
will ruin the finish perSquare Biscuits Roll biscuit
manently. Always read and
follow the care directions which dough into square or rectangle
come with your appliance. — and cut into squares instead of
Miss Judy Hetterman, Hick- circles—no rerolling or wasting
dough. —Mrs. Pat Curtsinger,
man.
Benton.
+++++
+++++
SIZE OF OUR SUPERCoordinated Kitchen Cut out
MARKET BILL As our incomes
go up, we buy: A. More steaks designs from leftover scraps of
and roast B. More fruits and kitchen wallpaper and use to
vegetables out-of-season C. decorate cabinets, canisters,
More convenience foods D. etc. —Mrs. Juanita Amonett,
More delicacies. We spend Paducah.
++++
more total dollars but a smaller
Iron-On Patches Put Iron-On
per cent of our incomes for food.
—Mrs. Barletta Wrather, Patches on inside of new pants
In knee area—gives twice the
Murray.
+++++
life to garment. —Mrs. Sue
Fall shows revived interest in Fraser, Bardwell.
solid colors, texture in hand,
with emphasis on the plushy
fabrics (frequently 0
pile
walhable, too!). Pattern is still
important both on a very small
scale and dramatically overdeContrast
is
sized.
emphasized—mid-tones replace
By University of Kealocky
County gateamiss Aosta

COMPANY SUPPER
Ham Kebabs with
Barbecue Sauce
Green Pe
Brown Rice
Fruit Shortcake

THIS IS A

94kkome,94016

BARBECUE SAUCE
It's a zesty concoction that
Mrs. Ronce Newton gathers a listening audience as she
may be used with luncheon
reads to her twin daughters, Jessica and Meredith, at a visit
meat as well as ham.
Medium onion, finely
to the Calloway County Public library. Other girls are Kristy
chopped
and Rhonda, daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Metz, all of
/
1
2 small green pepper,
Murray.
Let et Woo yet
finely chopped
1-3rd cup undrained sweet
mrs. K anines Clootlawil
Plume 7S33S7,
pickle relish
cider
vinegar
1-3rd cup
1 cup chill sauce
2 tablespoons dark brown
•
sugar
1,
,
,a teaspoons prepared
A MAJOR MORAL QUESTION?
mustard
V4 teaspoon Tabasco sauce
by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
In a 1-quart saucepan over
Consultant, National Dairy Council
low heat stir together all the in
bring to a boil; sim"It makes no difference nothing. Its population in 1951
whatever how much food the grew by 3.6 million. Now it grows mer about 15 minutes. Makes
he NM lamstarlit• ewer
world produces, if it produces 16.2 million each year. Mexico over 2 cups.
adopted family planning only
people faster."
'"The world as we know it will three years ago and the birth rate
Likely be ruined before the year has abruptly risen.
With regard to our moral
2000 and the reason for this will be
its inhabitants' failure to com- obligation to feed the world, The
prehend two facts. These facts Fund statement says: "There can
BROERINGMEYER CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
are:
be no moral obligation to do the
announces
1. World food production cannot impossible. ... At some point, we
the addition of
keep pace with the galloping in the United States are going to
growth of population
find that we cannot provide for the
DR.RANDY ALLEN
2. 'Family planning' cannot and world any more than we can police
to the center
will not, in the foreseeable future, it."
New Moors
check this runaway growth."
THE FUND cites as its first
THE FOREGOING sentences priority, "to create awareness,
Mott -Well-Fri. to 12, 1 30 to 1
are from a statement issued first in the United States, and then
Ties. &
9% 12, 13010 5
recently by The Environmental elsewhere, of the fact that
Sat.
ths I
population must first be stabilized,
Fund in Washington, D.C.
Undoubtedly there are people and then, ideally, be allowed to
Allen
who will not agree with the return to a level where it would be
Broeringmeyer
staterncin
-L- But some very able possible for all people to live in
people in the United States have reasonable comfort and dignity."
Chiropractic Center
Makes you think, tight? If you
endorsed it and the point of view
care to make your views known,
3/
1
2mi. E.on Hwy.94
deserves to be heard.
Ph. 753-2962
Basically, The Environmental write to The Environmental Fund,
Street.
N
W.,
1302
Eighteenth
Fund takes issue with all of us
referring to the "world food Washington, D.c. 20036.
crisis" when, in fact. The Fund
and its spokesmen believe there is
not a food crisis but a population
crisis.
The world is divided between
nations who increase their food
production faster than their
population growth and nations
that increase population faster
than their food supply. Massive
aid programs have failed to help
the latter countries correct their
situation.
The size of the problem is this:
A generation ago, the population
of poor countries was increasing.
by 16 million a year, now it increases by 67 million each year.

TOWN!
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By MRS. W.P. WILLIAMS ;:•:x4.:•:':•:•:•:•:444
_Isn't
odffU hold
beautiful the skies are after
several days of rain? The
•
7 glowering, dark gray turns to
lovely patches of white with
the sun making streaks of
; light in between.
But the rain didn't hurt us,
the ground was needing a little
;: soaking and everything looked
• so clean and fresh after it was
over. And how the leaves
came tumbling down. I love to
watch them fall, although I
know it means doing some
raking later. .1 sweep the
porches in the morning, and
by noon it is all to do over
again. But I don't really mind.
It is exasperating, however,
to rake across the yard and
looking behind you, you find
not only new leaves have
• fallen but the ones you just
raked have blown right back
where they came from.
I always did enjoy raking
leaves. There is something
clean and exhilarating about
it. . .I love to see the wind blow
them, I love seeing them pile
up for compost, the squirrels
scurrying about in ecstacy
over the abundant crop of
acorns, all signs of autumn.
I love the changing season's
each one so full of enjoyment
• and anticipation. Even the
• snows of winter carrying the
chilly blasts have their own
appeal, for we know they
h won't last long and we can
!'.‘. enjoy their beauty..

Ti

Are you putting out - a new
shrub or moving an old one?
it is time to get busy at it,
7e
as the days fly by so quickly
that it is wise to take advantage of every moment that
we can be outdoors. The rains
of last week thoroughly
soaked the ground so as soon
as it dries out ssufficiently, it
is imperative that all fall
planting be done.
I lost a pink dogwood last
year and am replacing it this
month. I like the pale pink
ones but think I will put in a
"Cherokee Chief: which is
darker. In fact it is called a
red, but is really a very deep
pink. It blends in well with the
lighter ones.
We have enjoyed the foilege
of trees all summer, soon we
can enjoy the trees themselves with their bare branches lifted to the sky making
an exquisite patter. When they
get completely bare, study
them and you can see that
each _tree has a particular
appeal. I have named several
in my yard. There is the
father, the big sturdy one, the
grandmother and some of the
ones that were long legged
sprouts last winter, are getting to be prim young ladies
How interesting and wonderful a world nature opens to
Us,
Have you ordered your
crocus yet?
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By Abigail Van Buren

Teen Enters Wrong
Beauty Queen Contest
DEAR ABBY: I hope you will print my letter to warn
other girls against mistaking the Miss U.S. Teen Pageant
for the Miss Teenage America Pageant. I made that
mistake.
I paid an entry fee of $75 and drove 260 miles from my
home after being accepted as a Florida entry in the Miss
U.S. Teen Pageant. I had to pay all my own expenses for an
overnight trip, plus buy a special wardrobe.
The girl who won first prize got a $500 scholarship for a
LOCAL college—a far cry from the 110,000, four-year
scholarship for the college of her choice, which is what the
winner of the Miss Teenage America Pageant gets.
Too late I discovered that I had entered a LOCAL Teen
Queen contest, thinking it was the National Miss Teenage
America Pageant!
After checking, I learned that any girl can enter the
preliminaries of the Miss Teenage America Pageant in her
home town, and it doesn't cost her one penny. And she
doesn't have to be sponsored. She can enter as a candidate
at large.
I have chalked up my mistake to experience, but you
could do teenage girls a big favor by advising them to find
out exactly what each pageant does or does not offer before
they enter.
TAKEN IN FLORIDA
DEAR TAKEN: Consider it done! Yours is only one of
many such complaints I've received.
Girls, beware!
DEAR ABBY: I am a sunny-dispositioned Aquarius who
likes to write ragtime music, but my mother is making my
life unbearable.
She is 72 and a Virgo. She is also the most self-righteous
woman in the world. When I was 9, my father blew his
brains out. Whether my mother drove him to it, I cannot
say for certain, but the few memories! have of my father are
the visits I paid him in a local hotel where he would stay
frequently because he and my mother couldn't live at home
together in peace.
My mother insulted my Edgar Cayce study group the
other evening when she called them "a bunch of
nincompoops," so I decided to moire out of the house. I
could write a book. If all this is karma, I have paid my debt.
Now my mother wants me to come back so she'll have
somebody to yell at. Am I wrong to refuse to return? I don't
need her to provide me with room and board, but I feel
guilty leaving her alone even though she does nothing but
abuse me when I'm with her.
My psychiatrist tells me I shouldn't feel guilty. Should I?
FEELING GUILTY
DEAR FEELING: No. TRY not to feel guilty. Be honest
about your feelings. If you still feel guilty when you knoy
you have no reason to, ask your psychiatrist how to turn off
feelings that aren't justified.
DEAR ABBY: I note that you told CHANGE OP'
HEART that she can do nothing about getting back the
love letters she wrote to an old boyfriend because once sent.
the letters become the property of the recipient.
That is noiI
tt
v izs
V. A letter remains the property of an.,
person who
it, even though it may be physically
possessed by the recipient.
V.J.J. IN TONOPAH, NEV
DEAR V. J. J.: My legal counsel informs me that while
the letters themselves become the property of the recipient,
the author of the letters retains ownership of the literary
content contained therein.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212 Please enclose a long.
self.addressed, stamped 120e, envelope
),

Doctor
in the Kitchen'

Eat Out Cheaper than
at Home
Where?

at Rudy's Restaurant

Fried Chicken

AND "family planning" doesn't
work. According to The Fund. India, which has spent the most on
family planning (for 24 years),
has accomplished virtually
Goal Post Treat
When the fans are ready
and raring to cheer the team,
fortify their spirits during pre-game time with a hefty,
hearty pork burger. This
special treat will-srore points
because it's packed with ter.rific pork flavor. Time and
crowd problems are solved by.
shaping a generous amount
of ground pork (6 ounces
each) into 3.i -inch thick patties and baking them on a
rack in a hot. oven (400°F.)
:40 to 36 minutes. Pros say it
is bettersto season after the
cooking is done. Onion rings,
apple or ,tomato slices or
sauerkraut can dress- up the
pork burgers if desired

sr°

All you can eat

with hot biscuits, cream gravy,french fries, and honey

Each Tuesday 4 p. m.-8 p. m.
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Miss Amy Apperson To

WI

Be Wed In December

Monday, October 27
Baptist
Blood
River
Associational WMU will meet at
the Locust Grove Baptist
Church at seven p.m. with Mike
Robertson as speaker.

Mack &
ra. Dean

know how
! If your

High
Calloway County
Chapter of FHA will cimvase
the area west of 12th Street for
the annual arthritis drive.

=MOW,

Ver)41443

an inId items
rorth the
after a
s made it
le to keep
. Maxine

Murray Chapter of National
Organization for Women will
meet at eight p.m. at the United
Campus Ministry.
La Leche Leagae will meet at
the home of Jane Flint, 107
Clark Street, Murray, at eight
p. m.

ill biscuit
rectangle
Instead of
c wasting
urtsinger,

Night Owl Homemakers Club
will meet with Donna Goodwin
at seven p. m.

• Cut out
scraps of
id use to
canisters,
Amonett,

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church at
seven p. m.
Alateen meets at AA Hall at
seven p. m.

it Iron-Cin
new pants
twice the
Mrs. Sue

and
Rangers
WOW
Rangerettes will have a
Halloween party at Woodmen
Hall from 6:30 to eight p. m.
Music Chorus of the Music
Murray
of
Department
Woman's Club will meet at the
club house at 7:30 p. m. for
rehearsal.

Miss Amy Wilson Apperson

Tuesday, October 23
Haunted House by Kappa
Department
of
Murray
Woman's Club will be at
Calloway County Fairgrounds
from six to ten p. m.

Dr. and Mrs. William Burros Apperson of Meridian, Mississippi, announce the engagement of their daughter, Amy Wilson Apperson, to William Dennis Valentine, son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Dudley Valentine, also of Meridian, Mississippi.
Miss Apperson, an honor graduate of Meridian High School, will
receive her Bachelor of Arts Degree in Education from the
University of Mississippi, in December. A member of Phi Mu
Sorority, she was chosen model pledge for 1973, served as pledge
trainer and is the sorority vice-president. The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Norman Apperson of
Mayfield, Kentucky, and Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson St. Clair Hewlett
of Owensboro,Kentucky.

Arts and crafts group of
Dexter Senior Citizens will meet
at Dexter Community Center at
nine a. m.

LIBRARY NOTES

Mr. Valentine graduated from the University of Mississippi
with a degree in Business Administration, and he is a member of
Kappa Sigma Fraternity. He is employed by American Bosch Industries in Columbus, Mississippi. The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mrs. William Jesse Valentine of Meridian, Mississippi, and the late Mr. Valentine, and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stephens
Covington of Bailey, Mississippi.
The December 27th wedding will be solemnized at First
Christian Church in Meridian, Mississippi.

!-1632

New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:
TERMS OF ENDEARMENT,
by Larry McMurtry. Simon &
Schuster.
The author of Moving On and
The Last Picture Show has his
new novel centered on Aurora
Greenway, a formidably
charming New Englander
transplanted to Texas, who is
the kind of person who makes
the whole world orbit around
her desires.
THE COMPLETE BOOK OF
HERBS, by Kay N. Sanecki.
Macmillan.
Whether you fancy herb
cuisine or botany, whether
you're an avid gardener, a
collector, or a naturalist, this
book will entice you into the
whole world of herbs.
THE MIXED BLESSING, by
Helen Van Slyke. Doubleday.
Toni is the adored child of a
racially mixed marriage and at
seven she discovers cruelly that
she is "different." Sympathetically yet realistically
probing, the book portrays a
gentle and courageous young
woman who believes in the
inherent goodness of people.
AND
RUGMAKING
MACRAME, by Anna North.

Announcing a brand new book by The Associated
Press that gives the whole dramatic sweep of 1776.
the founding year
• Daily Life
• Battles
• George III. Man and King
• Founding Fathers
• Founding Foes
• Independence Won
• Independence Almost Lost
Here in one oversized volume is the story of 1776.
America's momentous year Hundreds of pictures
100,000 words of text Suspense Surprises History
told for today.
It's called — 76 The World Turned Upside Down
Told in journal form, it is a book that takes you behind
the scenes just as it happened
Only $7 95 Order now and get a free color map of
the colonial era It's the next best thing to having been
there

The book is a step-by-step
guide to start you on the
engrossing rug making hobby,
and the craft of macrame.
CRAFTS,
by
SHELL
Elizabeth Logan. Scribners.
Detailed instructions are
given for shell projects in this
book. They include jewelry,
flowers, mantel and table
decorations, figures, and ornaments.
BE THE PERSON YOU
WERE MEANT TO BE, by Dr.
Jerry Greenwald. Simon &
Schuster.
Dr. Greenwald, psychologist,
maps out the means to
emotional nourishment, to
awareness of the real self,
whose natural bent is toward
health, happiness and growth.
TY COBB, by John D. McCallum. Praeger.
This is the true story of one of
baseball's "greats," based on
no-holds-barred interviews Ty
Cobb gave the author a few
years before his death.-

'76
Murray(Ky.) Ledger & Times
Box G-22, Teaneck, N.J.07666
Please send, me
Enclosed is $
copies of '76 at $7.95 each
NAME
ADDRESS

L

Workshop
on
ptafifIng
terrariums for senior citizens
will be at St. John's Center at
10:45 a. m.
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
M. for senior citizens.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at seven p. m. at the Health
Center.
Murray Quota Club will meet
at Triangle Inn at twelve noon.
Children's book fair, sponsored Association for Childhood
Education, MSU, will be from
nine a. m. to seven p. m. in
StudentoUnion ballroom.
Wednesday, October 29
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at Hazel City Hall at one p.
m.
Haunted House, sponsored,
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will be at
Calloway Fairgrounds from six
to ten p. m.
Children's Book Fair continues at Student Union
ballroom from nine a. m. to
seven p. m.

Murray Star Chapter No. 431 Lee Holt, chaplain, Hazel
Order of the Eastern Star held a Taylor, organist, Judith
special meeting for the in- Jackson, warder, and Charlie
stallation of officers for the Lassiter, sentinel.
ensuing year at the Masonic
Officers for 1975-76 are
Hall on Tuesday, September 30.
worthy Frances Churchill, worthy
Sybil
Lasater,
matron, and Howard McNeely, matioii,--Eunice M. 'Henry,
worthy patron, presided for the worthy patron, Beatrice Henry,
Opening ceremony ceremonies. associate matron, Dee Lamb,
Those present and given a worthy patron, Mary Beth
special welcome were Bill Carruthers, secretary, Nell
Cates, past grand patron of Robbins, treasurer, Brenda
Kentucky, Hazel Taylor, deputy Newberry, conductress, Sybil
grand matron, and Charlie Lasater, associate conductress,
Lassiter, deputy grand patron
of District 72, Pauline Ivy,
grand representative of North
Carolina, Maxine Maynard,
grand representative of Indiana, Larue McClure, grand
Officers of the Murray
representative of Kentucky in
Tennessee, worthy matrons Chapter of the Vocational Infrom Fulton, Temple Hill, Cuba, dustrial Clubs of America,
Valley, attended the VICA Wester,
Milburn,
Water
District Leadership Conference
Mayfield, and Hardin, worthy
patrons from Fulton, Milburn, held Friday, October 17, at the
State
County
Temple Hill, Cuba', and I. W. Daviess
Barnett, master of Hardin- Vocational-Technical School.
Attending from the Morning
Berkley Lodge.
June Crider served as in- chapter were: 0. B. Garland,
stalling officer who was president; Steve Phillips,
assisted by Howard McNeely, secretary; and Pat Robertson,
assistant installing officer, reporter. Attending from the
Bonnie Perkins, marshall. Nina

Marilyn Lasater, chaplet.,
Twila Coleman, marshal',
Louise Short, organist, Patricia
Henley, Adah,Eva Lamb, Ruth,
Paula Arnett, Esther, Marie
Jones, Martha, Irene Tucker,
Elects, Bobbie Evans, warder,
and Don R. Newberry, sentinel.
A social hour was enjoyed by
eighty-five
approximately
members from Murray and
other chapters of District 22
Irene Tucker, Thelma Parker,
Paula Arnett, and Sybil Lasater
served the refreshments.

Mum Men At VICA
*Conference Held At Owensboro

The purpose of the conference
was to develop leadership as
officers of the club.

iniessmosmessesk
;Oaks Women Plan
Bridge Session

Hunt Smock
Speaker For
Group Meet

The Women of the Oaks
Country Club will play bridge at
9:30 a.m. on Wednesday, October 29.
Reservations should be made
by calling the hostess, Agnes
Fair, phone 436-2326.

Thursday, October 30
Halloween
party
for
preschool through sixth grade
children of members of Oaks
. Country Club will be at four p.
m. Please come in costume.

Group H of the Christian
Women's Fellowship of the
First Christian Church met in
the ladies parlow on parlor for
the regular group meeting on
Tuesday, October 7, at two p. m.
Mrs. A. B. Austin, chairman,
Halloween
party
for
presided and Mrs. Guthrie
preschool through sixth grade
Churchill, secretary, read the
of members of Murray Country
minutes.
Club will be from 6:30 to 7:30 p.
Hunt Smock was introduced
m. Please come in costume.
by Mrs. Austin as the guest
speaker who gave an intersting
Haunted House of Kappa
talk and showed film of places
Department, Murray Woman's
he and his family visited while
continues
at
Calloway
Club
spending a year in England and
Fairgrounds from six to ten p.
other European countries.
The eighteen members and
Friday, October 31
three guests present were
Halloween party for children
served refreshments by Mrs.
Rupert Parks, Mrs. Herbert
of Moose Lodge members will
be at the lodge hall from six to - Farris-, and Mrs. Golan Hays,
hostesses.
7 30 p. m.

Afternoon Chapter were: Pat
Adams, president, J. T. Sanders, secretary; and Roger
Hendon, reporter.
Bruce Shaeffer, VICA Advisor, and James Lawson,
Coordinator
acSchool
companied the officers on thc
trip.

JUSTARRIVED
NEW SHIPMENT
Sterling
Spoon
Rings
With Turquoise
Stones
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Tuesday, October 211
Afternoon Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist ,Church will
meet at two p. m. at the church.

Frances Churchill Is Installed
As Worthy Matron, OES Chapter

STATE
Please make check or money order payable to
The Associated Press
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Bel-Air Shopping Centel
Open 9-9 Daily
1-6 Sunday
- Phone 753-8304

You'll be drier
..We're
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ANTI-PERSPIRANT

Regular
9 oz.
8,
'1" Value
Unscented
Save 73'
at Say-Rite

4 oz Jar
$131

Value

4 oz Tube

$2°° Value
7 oz Lotion
$200 Value

Scope
Mouthwash & Gargle
40 oz

53" Value
5 oz Tube

Toothpaste
684

bi
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Catty
It was bad enough when the
fashion designers, with their ideas
of planned obsolescence, invaded
the world of men's clothing.
Now it's even worse. Some men
have become so fashion-conscious
they are beginning to give each
other that coldly appraising, upand-down look that once was
noticed only among women (and

where it is less noticed today).
It must be a mark of personal
along
insecurity,
with shallow thinking, that some
men feel compelled to rate
themselves with their peers according to the modishness of the
clothes they wear.
-Asheville(N. C.) Times

Sensing The News
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
United States
xveIndustrial
ice
Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: PICKING UP THE TAB

HARRIGAN

10911110as expressed in this celumn are those of the writer and do not
necessarily reflect tht ptsprisi views at The Murray Ledger & Thom
Readers who wield like to express their optdmi on the bones tiscrosetturctos
column are encouraged to respond with a Later Is The Edit"-

What Is Recovery Inc.?
BY Ruth Schaeffer
Recovery, Inc. is a nonprofit, independent organization offering a
provenly effective method of self help to
nervous pettons, nervous patients and
discharged mental patients, from all
walks of life and educational backgrounds.
The Founder
Recovery Inc. was founded by the late
Abraham A. Low, M. D., a psychiatrist,
after years of research and study, to
prevent relapses in former hospitalized
mental patients. A little later he learned
that it also worked equally well in
preventing chronicity in nervous patients
who had not been hospitalized.
After his death, in 1954 the group, he had
trained and organized, continued in
Chicago, Ill, where headquarters are still
maintained. Now there are groups in 47
states and Canada,
For The Readers
Regular attendance at Recovery Inc.
meetings,study of Dr. Low's book "Mental
Health Through Will Training" and
practice of the Recovery Method of self
help are necessary for Recovery training.
It is a long range goal for those who want
to help themselves.
Any fear you may have about attending
meetings is average. You may think you
are the only person in the world who
suffers from fearful thoughts and feelings,
but you will begin to feel more secure when
you meet others who have had or are
having similar thoughts and feelings. Feel
free to have a relative or friend accompany you to Recovery meetings.
Every one is welcome. No one is turned
away.It is a program for adults 18 years of
age or older, so long as behavior is not

The notion that everyone living outside unwise loans to shaky real estate trusts
New York City should pick up the tab for and to under developed countries which
that spendthrift metropolis certainly were poor credit risks.
The federal government should not prop
qualifies as the most unpopular idea of the
up banks that are poorly managed or that
year.
Nevertheless, Vice President Nelson have exercised bad judgment. Propping
Rockefeller, who spent New York State up such banks is on a par with subsidizing
into financial trouble, is trying to sell that sick railroads. Direct or indirect subsidies
notion to the public. There is very little for private business are a threat to free
chance that it will go over with the tax- enterprise. Only the efficient and the
payers in Oklahoma City, Milwaukee, New prudent should be rewarded in our
Orleans and other cities around the traditional free enterprise system.
Mr. Rockefeller was poorly advised to
country.
Outside the boroughs of New York City suggest a massive rescue mission for New
there is widespread agreement that a city -York City. The city must adopt an
that lives beyond its means must pay for austerity budget if it is to regain its fiscal
health. If federal funds are used to prop up
its excesses.,
New York City has spent more than four the city, one can be sure that an austerity
times as much per capita on public ser- budget won't be adopted. Public employe
vices as other cities in the nation. It is a unions will insist on maintaining
symbol of welfare liberalism at its most unreasonably high wage scales and
extreme. For years, municipal authorities pensions as usual.
New York City must stew in its own
in New York City have appeased public
employe unions. Huge pensions have been juice. If there is a general strike, so be it.
awarded city employes after short terms Let the Governor of New York State send
of service. Overtime has been included in in the National Guard to man essential
computing pensions so that some services. Let New York State law against
municipal pensions exceed the amount of strikes by public workers be enforced to
salary received in the final year of em- the letter.
No bailout. No appeasement. That's the
ployment.
No reason exists why communities only sane and practical way to proceed in
which operate on a fiscally sound basis the New York City situation. Vice
should be penalized. No reason exists why President Rockefeller's advice is as bad as
taxpayers in the hinterland should fork his fiscal leadership of the state during the
over their money so that public employees years he was New York's chief executive.
in Fun City can continue to enjoy their
privileges and benefits.
Proponents of a federal taxpayer bailout
of New York City argue that large banks
and investors will be hurt if the city
defaults on its obligations. It is true that
Make a joyful noise unto God,
the Rockefeller family bank, the Chase- all ye lands. Psalms 66:1.
Manhattan, may be hurt. Indeed Vice
There is joy in the lands that
President Rockefeller's conflict of interest know
God, but there are still
in this area should have prompted him to
many lands that are in sin and
refrain from suggesting a bailout.
Some New York City banks, it seems, darkness. Are you helping to get
made unwise purchases of municipal God's message of love around the
bonds. They also may have made equally world?

disruptive.
The Meetings
- The meetings are conducted by leaders
who are veteran members who joined
Recovery Inc. because they are nervous
patients, or former mental patients. They
have received extensive training in Group
Leadership and demonstrating the
Recovery Method. All are lay people: that
is they are not psychiatrists or other
professionals. Hence Recovery, Inc. does
not advise, diagnose or offer treatment,
nor supplant the physician. Each member
is expected to follow the authority of his or
her own doctor. It supplies training in self
leadership.
The American Psychiatric Association
recognizes the effectiveness of the
Recovery Method.
The Murray, present group, was started
about Feb. 1970, and is on-going and may
help you. You will not know unless you try.
Do yourself a favor. Come to some
meetings to learn how Recovery can help
you.
Being a non-profit organization, there is
no charge for attending meetings. From
time to time there will be future articles
informative about the beneficial effects of
the Recovery Inc. Method.
Meetings Held
Murray—First Presbyterian Church,
Mondays, 7 p.m. 16th StreetAind Main
Benton—First methodig Church,
Thursdays, 9 a.m. llth Street and Poplar
Paducah—First Presbyterian Church,
7th Street and Jefferson, Mondays 7:30
p.m.
Mayfield—Red Cross Chapter House
Tuesdays 7:15 p.m.

Agree Or Not

'What's Going On?'
Traveler Asks
VAN CURON
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MSU-ScheduleOf Events
THIlit WEEK AT MST,
October 2'7
WKMS-FM will broadcast highlights of
the eigth annual conference of the National
Organization for Women at 8:30 p.m.
(CST
October 28
The amazing Kreskin will perform at the
Student Government Association's Lecture-Insight Program at 8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium. Tickets will be sold at the
door for $1.50 general admission, and $1 for
MSU students.
A Faculty Recital will be presented by
Henry Bannon, tenor, at 8:15 p.m. Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center.
October 28 & 29
The Association of Childhood Education
will sponsor a Book Fair from 9 a.m. to 7
p.m., in the SUB. Books will be on display
for all age level children, and purchasing
orders can be made.
October 3$
Career Opportunities Exploration Day is
scheduled from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., in the
SUB Ballroom.
The Baptist Student Union will host a
Halloween hayride, at 6:30 p.m.
Stephen Spender, British poet, essayist
and critic, will deliver an address in the
Clifton Sigsbee Lowry Lecture Series. The
admission-free program will begin at 8
p.m., in the University School Auditorium.
The Reader's Theatre will present a
"Halloween Borrow Show" at ,8 p.m., in
the Old Recital Hall of the Fine Arts
Building. Free refreshments will be
served, and admission is 50 cents for
adults and 25 cents for children 12 years of
age or under.
A -Seminar on Ionizing Radiation" will
be conducted in the Nursing Building
Auditorium, from 7 to 10 p.m.
A Phi Mu Alpha Dance is scheduled in
the SUB Ballroom from 7 to 12 p.m.
, An international debate with a team
from Oxford University in England, will
take place at 1:30 p.m., in the University
School Auditorium. The topic of the debate
is "The American Revolution War as a
Political and Economic Failure." Admission is free.
October 31
Residence Hall Planning and Advisory
Board will sponsor a "Freaker's Ball" in
the SUB Ballroom, from 8-12 p.m.
MSU Women's Volleyball Tournament
will be held in the University School Gym,
from 6-9 p.m.

- Nevember+ • MSU Women's Volleyball Tournament
will be held motile University School Gym
all day.
The Counseling and Testing Center will
give the Cooperative English Test in the
SUB Ballroom, from 8-12 a.m.
The Department of Nursing will sponsor
an open house for prospective nursing
students in the Nursing Building at 9 a.m.
The Sixth Annual News Media Appreciation Day is scheduled with
registration from 9:30 until 10:30 a.m., in
Room 206, Stewart Stadium A luncheon
and the Murray State-Eastern Kentucky
Football Game are included on the daylong program.
There will be a Physics Open House, for
high school physics teams, in Room 135,
Blackburn Science Building, beginning at
10 a.m.
OVC Football game, Murray State
Racers vs Eastern Kentucky University at
1:30 p.m.,Stewart Stadium. Tickets are $4,
$3.50, $2.50 and $1.50.
The Murray State Women's Society will
have a chilli supper in the University
School Cafeteria, at 6:30 p.m. Also a "Sock
Hop" is scheduled from 7:30 to 10 p.m.
The Baptist Student Union will hold
Work Day, with the money earned set
aside to help finance summer missionary
work. For a worker, call 753-5771. Also
Coffeehouse at the BSU Center, 108 North
15th Street, at 7 p.m.
Sigma Delta, honorary physical
education fraternity, will have a closed
dance in the SUB, at 8 p.m.
November 2
A senior recital will be presented by
Kathy Lewis Blankenship, soprano,
Carmi, Illinois, at 2 p.m., Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center.
The Murray Magic Theatre will present
a free movie, "Collections of Laurel and
Hardy," at 7:30 p.m., University School
Auditorhuh.
November 1-5
Continuation of the acceptance show of
the collection of prints donated to the
University's permanent collection from
the gallery of Mr. Harry L. Jackson of
Cleveland, Ohio, will be on display in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts Center.
Continuation of senior exhibit of
drawings and paintings by Scott Santoro,
Louisville, and prints by Virginia Piech,
Murray, will be on display in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts Center.

By S.C. Van Curon

By S. C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT — "What's going on in
this campaign," the Returning Traveler
asked in an awed voice as he sat down by
my desk.
He said it was his understanding that
politics in Kentucky had moved away from
irresponsible charges and gutter sniping in
the last few years, and he was surprised to
return and read what is happening in the
governor's race this year.
He heard the television debate between
the two principals. "What goes?" he
asked, with a puzzled look on his face.
,11-le launched into a recitation about what
he had been reading about the Fair
Campaign Practices Act passed by the
Federal Government and a similar one
passed by the state that established the
Kentucky Registry of Election Finance.
..-"N In the debate, the Traveler said, Gov.
Julian Carroll talked about campaign
money spent in the last governor's race
that came from Washington. "This has
carriers, 12 75 per month payable in advance
nothing to do with this campaign," the
By mail in Calloway County and to Ben)on, Hor
din. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky . and
Traveler gasped."
Pam. Buchanan and Puryeor. Tenn $12 50 per
He said the first 30 minutes of the debate
year By mad to other destinations. $27 50 per
were 'wasted in whipping a dead horse,
Year
the $100,000 campaign contribution from
Member of Associated Press Kentucky Press
Washington to the 1971 gubernatorial
Association and Southern
Newspaper
campaign that was unreported to the
Publishers Association.

IlEARTLIN

Kentucky Registry. The statute of
limitations has run out on this question.
Carroll then tried to imply that Gable got
the money to use in his 1972 U. S. Senate
campaign. Gable showed he had borrowed
more than $100,000 from a Louisville bank
for his campaign and tad personal checks
where the loan had been repaid.
HEARTLINE is a service for senior institutions, to provide for publication of
Later last week, Charles F. Wood, citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to an- information regarding the quality of these
executive director of the Registry, said swer questions and solve problems — fast. institutions and to require that such inthat Gable had not violated state election If you have a question or a problem not stitutions provide training for their nonreporting laws in 1972 because the can- answered in these columns, write professional employees as a condition of
didates for U. S. offices were told to HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton, participation in the Medicare and
comply with federal laws and filed the Ohio 4541$. Senior citizens will receive Medicaid programs.
federal report with the state.
For your free leaflet, "How Heartline
prompt replies. The most useful replies
Then, K. P. Vinsel, who was executive will be printed in this column.
Can Help You,"send a long, stamped, selfdirector of the Registry at that time, also
Heartline: I have heard a lot about an addressed envelope to Heartline, 8514 N
said as far as he knew that "Gable had no organization called the "Gray Panthers." Main St., Dept. 1, Dayton, Ohio 45415.
obligation to report the money" to the I would like to write to them. Can you tell
state.
me their address? B. R.
But Carroll didn't mention the financing
Answer: Yes, their address is Gray
of the 1972 Campaign of Senator Walter Panthers,
Chestunut
St.,
3700
The current Civic Music Association
Dee Huddleston which is now before the Philadelphia, Pa. 19104.
season will get underway on November 1
The Murray Ledger a Times is published
federal grand jury in Lexington. The
Heartline: I attend high school and at Martin, Term., and thereafter artists
every afternoon •xcept Sundays, July 4, Christ.
General Accounting Office in Washington receive monthly benefits as the son of a will be presented in Murray, Paris,
mos Dor New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
investigaged. One charge is that corporate disabled worker. Is it true that Social Martin, and Paducah through April of
Murray Newspapers Inc. 103 N 4th St
checks were received in violation of the Security will pay part of my college 1966.
Murray, Ky , 42071
law.
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky
tuition? E. C.
Felix C. Perrin has been transferred
1142071
But reporters on the debate panel did
Answer: You will continue to get from the Hancock County Office at
ask about the $80,000 to $85,000 con- monthly cash benefits as long as you are a Hawesville to the local office of the U. S.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
tribution from coal operators reported in full-time student under age 22 and remain Soil Conservation Service.
newspapers to the Ford-Carroll guber- unmarried. You can use this money to help
Eula Mae Doherty of the Murray City
natorial campaign in 1971. Carroll an- pay for your college expenses.
Schools and Rosella Henry of the Marshall
about
swered that he didn't know anything
Heartline: I read in your column that a County Schools attended the fall conit. Yet, he wasn't willing to take Gable's POW during a war is entitled to free dental ference of the Kentucky Association of
explanation that Gable didn't know care. How do I go about obtaining this? Z. Supervisors held October 24-26 at Park
anything about the $100,000.
T.
Mammoth Resort near Park city.
Early in the debate, Gable pulled out
Answer: The form to fill out for free
Dogs of Ferrell Miller, Dan Miller, Billy
what he called a truth bell and said he dental care from the VA is VA 10-10. This isa- Edmonds, Ronnie Ray, and A. B. Futrell
would ring it when Carroll was straying obtainable at your local VA office.
won honors in the Field Trials, sponsored
from the truth. The debate moderator
In order to qualify for free dental care a by the Calloway County Conservation
asked Gable not to ring the bell anymore, veteran must have a service-connected Club, held at West Kentucky Management
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
BLASINGAME
but it took at least two more warnings to disability and be drawing a pension for it. Area near Paducah.
stop it.
Or this condition must be aggravating a
Bacon is advertised at 59 cents per
Danazol, a synthetic drug tients over a period of six years strokes in right-handed persons The Traveler then let out a long gasp of service-connected disability. If the
A new drug, danazol, appears
pound in the ad for Jim Adams IGA this
impairs
for
endometriosis
usually
speech.
derived
from
a
and/or
chronic
form of
He breath, recovering enough to pose this veteran qualifies under either of these two
useful in treating women who
week.
have pelvic endometnosis and testosterone, has been found to cystic mastitis, as well as ob- should be encouraged to exer- question,"My gawd, has politics sunk this conditions, then there is no time limit for
chronic cystic mastitis. The drug soften the new growths in en- served the effects on conception cise and carry out his personal low since I left Kentucky."
him to apply for the benefit.
care as much as possible. He was full of questions. "Do _these
may also prove effective as a dometnosis and to cause them to and contraception.
If this condition is non-service concontraceptive for women and is be reabsorbed in a few months Also, Rodney Skoglund, M.D., Capacities in this regard usually candidates think the people of Kentucky nected, then the veteran must apply for the
The Murray Lions Club voted this week
being studied as a male con- of treatment. The pain and dis- and associates at the University require the opinion of his physi- are this dumb? The people are tired of benefits within one year of his discharge.
to
make a donation of $650 to the Murray
care
being
comfort then disappear.
cian, with
arranged Watergate. Why don't they get down to
traceptive.
of Washington earlier reported
Also, any veteran who served in the Hospital. This will be given in the form of a
Symptoms have remained clear
according to needs. He may also
danazol to reduce sperm counts
some real issues? Demogoguery of the Spanish-American War is eligible for these new type oxygen tent which will be inEndometnosis is a painful ill- for months, even after the and estimated that this medica- prescribed medicine for tight- worst sort, eh?
benefits.
stalled at the hospital.
ness, often disabling. It results medication has been discon- tion may prove to be a safe male ness of his muscles, if necessar. He rested a second and then asked,
Heartline: I have just started drawing
Deaths reported include Oscar B. Burns,
tinued.
from some of the menstrual fluid
contraceptive.
"busing? Neither one can do anything my Social Security retirement. I don't age 69, of Murray Route Two, and Mrs.
gain,
0.H.
wants
effects
of
weight
Side
Q:
Mrs.
to
know
spilling into the pelvis through
Danazol is not available to the why so much concem is ex- about that. It's up to the federal courts." agree with the amount they are paying me. Lula Richardson, the latter from injuries
the tubes. The fluid contains live decrease in breast size, and
suffered in a car accident near Hazel
discharge
have
vaginal
been
at this time. Additional pressed about saving "baby" All the while he was talking, with his What can I do? L. M.
public
cells, and some of these become
Answer: Go 'to your local Socieal yesterday morning.
been
transtudies will be necess- teeth, which are only temporary. face turning from ashen to purple, I'm
noted,
but
they
have
research
implanted on the ovaries and
thinking to myself what kind of an image is Security office and ask to have a
A tobacco stripping and grading
other pelvic organs. At sitory, as has an occasional acne. ary.
A: The teeth of a child-arts-in.): this campaign projecting to people who reevaluation of your benefits. You must do demonstration will be held at the
noticeamedication
had
no
The
menstrual times, these new imQ: Mrs. K.H. writas about a 60- portant to his chewing of his happen to be visitors in our state as well as this within six months after you start warehouse of the Western Kentucky Dark
plants swell, causing local pain ble effect on sexual kienre.
cystic
of
chronic
Cases
year-old
relative who has been food, his speech, appearance, the average Kentuckian..
drawing your Social Security.
Fired Tobacco Growers Association on
may
indiscomfort.
These
and
Then, I think about Representative
been
have
also
mastitis
disabled
by a left-sided stroke, and the proper placing of his
Heartline: Are there any current bills on October 28, according to County Agent S.
terfere with normal physical'activity, including sexual inter- benefited after a few weeks of describes his reluctance to get permanent teeth. Care of the Larry Iropkin's idea of putting a third the mandatory inspection of nursing V. Foy.
with danazol.
— -iihout and take care of himself,- tempernry-teeth by.The child rs,. place on the ballot thatglves the voter tlie, horses' R. W.
Miss Constance Lee..Wright And Albert
course, which may become painStudies have been made by and asks what is he doing Wfotig. tabbahes good habits
_.prildlege of registering his disgust b*
Answer: S. 1274 introduced by Sen. Lee Stone were married October It- at
ful. Treatment has been medica_whichwill
A The . amount of disihility serve as the basis for his
'Wone"of the abOve."
'Charles Percy; RAM, would amend the Tlikalboia, Ara.
tion for pain, on occasion surg- Robert Greenblatt, M.D., profeslater votini
outregistering Social Security Act so as to make perISemocrats
With
Bacon is advertised at 29 cents per
ery to remove the excess en- sor emeritus of endocrinology at following a stroke is highly vari- taking care of his permanent
Republicans two-to-one, "None" might manent now temporary provisions pound in the ad for Swann's Market this
dometrial tissue or involved the Medical College of Georgia. able . He is fortunate that it is teeth. •
H.'
has
treated about 500 pa- left-sided, because right-sided
just win it "None" were on the ballot.
requiring inspection of long-term care week.
organ, and birth control pills
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WASHINGTON, D.C.—U.S.
Congressman Carroll Hubbard
D-Ky.) has reiterated his
opposition to giving federal aid
to New York City in a presentation on WCBS.-TV_in New York
at the request of the television
station's officials.
In the presentation, scheduled
for viewing today (Monday),
Congressman Hubbard said
For too long, New York City
and New York State did too
little, too late, to avert financial
collapse. Perhaps enough
cannot be done at this point
without the federal govern-

ment's intervention to lessen
the damages every American
citizen may have to face
because of the fiscally
irresponsible decisions made by
_the officials of New York,
"The federal government
'Maginot become a party to this
crisis, unless ;he Congress can
be guaranteed that the roots of
New York's financial cancer
have been unearthed and
destroyed - and that this cancer
cannot root itself again. At this
time, I have no such guarantees.
"Not until they are secured
could I ask the people of the
United States to pay the piper
for the dance enjoyed only by
the citizens of New York City."
In his rebuttal to the
television station's editorial
endorsing federal aid to New
York, Congressman Hubbard
explained that he had taken a
Applications are still being "very hard and seemingly
accepted for the Little Mr. incompassionate position"
Murray Pageant to be held during his discussions with New
November 8 at seven p.m. at the York Mayor Abraham Beame
University School Auditorium and New York Governor Hugh
with the Sigma Delta Chapter of Carey in the hearings conducted
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority.
by the Economic Stabilization
The entry form deadline date Sub-committee of the Banking,
has been extended beyond the Currency and Housing Comoriginal October 25th deadline, mittee.
"I have been appalled at the
but only a limited number of
applicants will be accepted. countless instances of fiscal
Entry forms can be picked up at irresponsibility, bordering on
Lad & Lassie, The Stepladder, criminal fraud, which have
ABC Playschool, or complete been brought to the attention of
the form in the Murray Ledger my sub -committee,"
Hubbard
& Times. Send applications Congressman
along with $15 entry fee to Tau remarked.
"I have not stressed these
Phi Lambda, Box 2156,
past mistakes out of vinUniversity Station, Murray.
A meeting of all parents of the dictiveness but because there
applicants will be held Tuesday, can be no federal guarantees
October 28, at seven p.m. in unless Congress can guarantee
meeting room No. 3 of the the people we represent in
Student Union Building on the Washington that they are past
MSU campus All _parents are mistakes, and that the past
urged to attend or have a mistakes will be remedied while
representative present, a future mistakes will be
chapter spokesman said. Entry avoided."
forms may also be turned in at
this time.
The winner of the pageant will
receive a savings bond, trophy,
Federal! State Market News Service Ocand a gift certificate. Second tober
27, 1975
will
winners
third
place
and
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report
Includes 7 Buying Stations
both receive a gift certificate Receipts:
Act. 614 Est. 500 Barrows & Gilts
and trophy. Each contestant uneven steady 1.00 lower Sows 1.00-1.50
lower
participating in the pageant will US 1-2 300-2301be
994.50-55.25
receive a certificate showing US 1-3 200-240 lbs..
934.25-55.00
US
2-4
240-260
lbs
953.50-54.50
that he was in the pageant.
US 3-4 200-2110 lbs
952.75-53.50
For information concerning Sows
1-2 270-350 lba
844.50-45.50
the pageant persons may call US
LIS 1-3 300-450 lbs
944.50-45.50
Susan Carter at 767-4691 or US 1-3 450-650 lbs
945.00-46.00
US
2-3
300-500
lbs.
.
944.00-45_00
Debbie Carnal at 767-4767.
Boars $39.00-42.00

'Mr. Murray'
Pageant Is
Planned Here

Explosions Set Off In Cities Around Nation; None Injured
By The Associated Press
A dozen bombs were set off
at business and government
buildings in New York, Washington and Chicago early today.
A Puerto Rican separatist
group claimed responsibility for
the bombings, which occurred a
year and a day after five similar blasts the group was
blamed for.
The bombs went off almost
simultaneously in the three
cities at about 2 am. EST and
caused only minor damage and
no injuries. One of the blasts
damaged first and second-story
windows at Chicago's Sears
Tower,the world's tallest build-

ing •
The group's communique also
said it had planted bombs in
Puerto Rico, but there were no
immediate reports of explosions
there.
In Chicago, a man called a
newspaper after the explosions
and said two more bombs were
set to go off "in honor of the
veterans." Police found an
unexploded bomb consisting of
five sticks of dynamite in a
bouquet of roses at the Standard Oil Building. They were
checking a suspicious box found
in the Federal Reserve Bank.
In New York, Danny Mizeesko, 19, a security guard at
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Please enclose the entry fee of $15 payable in check or
money order to Tau Phi Lambda. Mail this to Tau Phi Lambda, Box 2156 University Station, Murray, Ky. 42071. A
meeting of the parents or sponsors will take place approximately two weeks before the pageant. You will be
notified later as to the time and place.
This entry blank must be returned no later than October 25.
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Evans-Black Carpets
by Omstrong
Starting as low as 5.95 sq. yd. on the carpet you've been looking for!

Get our lowest prices of the year on today's newest, finest-quality
Evans-Black Carpets. Choose from a stunning selection of textures
and styles in a rainbow of beautiful colors. But hurry...
only two spectacular weeks to save... and get these
outstanding carpet values for your home.

Now Through Nov. 8th
Save On Our Rugged
Easy-Care Nylon Shags
Easy-care, low-pile constructions —
twisted and heat-set for rugged
durability, extra-long wear — like
Evans-Black's Rose Hall, was
$7.95 per sq. yd.
On Sale Now At Only

Save On Our LuxuriouslyThick Sculptured Shags

Laundered to Perfection

Billy
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A popular cut and loop style in nylon
or Dacron polyester that blends the
casual look of shag with deeplysculptured beauty. Color choices
ranging from subtle tone-on-tone
effects to beautifully-bold multi-hues
iike Evans-Black's Porta
Nova Was $12.95 per sq. yd.
$995
On Sale Now At Only

•
•

Save On Our Sumptuous
Saxony-Texture Plushes

Spectacular Selections,
In hundreds of colors, textures, styles .. .
Twists
.•Saxonies
•Sculptures
Patterns
•Shags
•Level Loops
Prints
But Hurry In Now for best
selectidn," fastest service.
Immediate installation on
many colors from our own
warehouse roll inventories
(the largest in town!)
Thousands of yards in stock
now!

It's today's most popular carpet
construction. The plushy twisttexture look in richly-thick low-pile
carpeting, for a super-smart effect
in any decor. Choose from vivid
brights to muted earth tone colors. As in Evans-Black's Zachery
$
895

Save On Our Classic IdLevel Random Shear Patterns
High-Low loop pile patterns, softlysheared for extra beauty. A longtime favorite in classic sculptured
patterning, now at extra-enjoyable
prices—like Evans-Black's Checkmate.
Was $6.95 per sq. yd.
On Sale Now At Only

Save On Our Rich, SilkySoft Multicolor Shag-Plushes
A creative blending of the formal
elegance of plush with the casual
look of shag.. . bringing a kaleidoscope of color and thick, silky-soft
texture to any room — like
Evans-Black's Mindoro was
$13.95 per sq. yd.
On Sale Now At Only $
1095
If You've Been Waiting To Make The Most Of Your Carpet Dollar ... This Is It! Buy Now And Save At

Hawkins Furniture & Carpet

Albert
11-at

its per
at this

Choose From A Host of
great Evans-Black broadloom values. Sale-priced to
help you save, starting as low
As $5.95 yd.

Bring Your Measurements and we'll figure your
savings on-the-spot!

SHIRTS

Five bombs exploded in New
York City, with the US. Mission to the United Nations and
four banks the targets. Two of
the banks were in midtown
Manhattan and the other two In
the Wall Street area.
In Washington, the State Department building suffered minor damage from what a security force spokesman said appeared to be four separate
bombs. It was the second borninb at the department this
year.
The bombs in Chicago exploded at the Sears Tower, the
Continental Bank and the IBM

Our Greatest _
Fall Carpet Sale Ever
Of Beautiful

On Sale Now At Only

seiN
gAL!
e

tack against yanki government
and monopoly capitalistic institutions in New York, Washington, D.C., Chicago and
Puerto Rico.
The note also demanded -the
immediate independence of
Puerto Rico and the unconditional release" of Oscar Collazo, convicted of trying to assassinate President Truman in
1950, and four other persons
convicted of wounding five congressmen with gunfire in the
House in 1954 while shouting
"Freedom for Puerto Rico."
The 25th anniversary apparently referred to Collazo's attempt on Truinan's life.

Spectacular Savings on Beautiful Broadloom!

LITTLE MR. MURRAY CONTEST

ri of
hese
1 innonIn of
and

Fraunces Tavern in Manhattan
last January that killed four
persons and injured 44 others.
A note found by the New
York Post in a phone booth
said the bombings were the
FALN's
way
of
commemorating what it said was
the 25th anniversary of revolution in Puerto Rico. The note
said in part:
"Today armed units of the
FALN commemorate the 25th
anniversary of the October 30,
1950, revolution in Puerto Rico
against yanki domination, and
marks the first anniversary as
an organization, by launching a
simultaneously coordinated at-

Hawkins Furniture & Carpet Announces

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Name

a West Side branch of the First
National City Bank, heard one
of the explosions and ran outside He was standing 30 feet
away when a bomb exploded in
front of his own building.
Shortly after the first blasts,
a woman called The Associated
Press in New TPA to say that
the FALN was responsible for
the blasts. FALN stands in
Spanish for the Armed Forces
for National Liberation, which
seeks independence for Puerto
Rico, a U.S. commonwealth.
The FALN had been blamed
earlier for at least 10 bombings
In the New York area, including one at historic

Good Tuesauy through Thursday

'
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Owen And Balch Win Weekend
Sigma Benefit Tennis Tourney
decided the tournament would
Gray skies and chilled winds and Linda McNeely very ably be canceled - thus,she set out on
tournament
running
atkept
the
fatied-to--tanpen spirits as the
her morning jog around the
Sigma's first tennis tournament a smooth pace as they saw to it block for a little exercise.
were
played
on
that
all
matches
opened an Saturday morning at
Little did she realize that she
the new Murray Municipal time leaving only the semiwould end her day having
be
played
on
finals
to
finals
and
Tennis Complex.
played three sets with her
Bright yellows, reds, blues Sunday afternoon.
partner, Bennie Purcell, before
and greens dotted all courts as
If a single award was given losing in the quarter finals.
play began initiating what could
performance on Saturday, it
On Sunday afternoon, with a
well become a much anticipated for
go to Charlotte complete change in the
would
surely
annual event sponsored by the
for Charlotte awoke weather, the courts having
Sigma Department of the Sturm,
early to find the dismal rain and emptied were now again filled,
Murray Woman's Club. Sixtyfour participants were recorded
fer this inaugural outing.
The full day of tennis found
spectators
leaving
the
bleachers, which was built as a
buffer against the fifty-degree
temperature.
game last Friday against CalBy The Associated Press
Bowel er, Sigma members "He didn't want to hurt the gary and said Saturday he inseemed to have thought of just team and he didn't feel it would tended to refrain from playing
about everything as various be fair to the fans."
until he felt WHA officials were
club members could be seen, That was how Winnipeg Jets prepared at least to try to stem
seated comfortably against a Coach Bobby Krornm described the growing violence in the
wind-break,-'ltpping coffee as Bobby Hull's unexpected deci- league.
they sold an assortment of sion to end a one-game boycott Hull was not available for
goodies which had been donated in protest against violence in comment but Jets' Coach Bobfor this charitable event r and the World Hockey Association by Kromrn said the veteran
with the devaluated dollar, this and skate in the Jets 5-0 shut- left-winger decided Sunday that
:Ts made -his point.
lunch couirts,
r-pruvecl-tu be
s:s
0u • I era
best food buy in town).
Sunday night.
"There's no sense getting too
There was a carnival type
In other WHA action Sunday
atmosphere throughout the day evening, the New England far involved and saying things
with adults and children, alike, Whalers defeated the Calgary you can't get out of," said
seen riding bikes, walking dogs, Cowboys 3-1 and the Indianpolis Kronun.
jogging and pausing long Racers beat the Edmonton Oil- Hull ended a five-game scoreless streak prior to Friday
enough to cheer their favorites ers 4-3.
when he opened the scoring
on the courts. Mary Beshear
Hull, 36, sat out the Jets' Sunday at 5:36,of the first period with a quick shot from the
slot. The goal was only his
third of the season.
Winnipeg led 2-0 after the
first period and 5-0 at the end
of the second period. Phoenix
outshot the Jets 39-31 over-all
and tcrok eight cit 13 ;Maar penalties.

Hull Ends His Protest
And Jets Win Contest

Whalers 3, Cowboys 1
Tom Webster's third goal of
the season at 16:49 of the second period broke a 1-1 deadlock. Larry Israelson of Calgary and the Whaler's Tommy
Arnbrahamsson traded first-period goals and New England
added a tally in the third
stanza by Rosaire Paiement.
The win for the Whalers was
their fourth in six games while
Calgary fell to 1-5.
Racers 4, Oilers 3
Bob Sicinski scored the winning goal at 15:57 of the third
period and assisted another.
The Racers scored three second-period goals to break up a
scoreless battle and withstood a
late Oiler rush to record their
second consecutive victory on
home ice.

FUN FOR ALL—It was more or less a lot of fun more than it was
fierce tennis competition in the Sigma Tennis Tournament this
weekend. Here, Maurice Humphrey watches across the net as opponent Janet Housden hits a shot back.
(Photos by Mary Bisbee')

AUTO RACING . .
RIVERSIDE, Calif. — Bobby
Allison took the checkered flag
.534 seconds in front of Al Unser to win the third head'ef the
International Race of Champions.

You can take the law
into your own hands
on November 4th by voting "YES"
on Amendment 1 for better courts.
What will the Judicial Amendment do?
•It will provide for non-partisan election of all judges
by the people.
III It will provide full-time, qualified judges. .
•It will provide a uniform system of justice throughout
Kentucky.
•It will provide courts that are prompt, efficient and
responsive to the people.

Who is in favor of the Judicial Amendment?
"We urge all Kentuckians to vote "YES" on November 4th
for swift, efficient and economical administration of justice
from the highest to the lowest courts."

M. Carvell.
Garoseraes. Kaaieseily
Janine,

Theo. organizations support
Amendment Number 1.
Kentucky Citizens Conference lor Judicial Improvement
Crusade vs Crime
Kentucky Council on Crime arid Delinquency
Kentucky Federation of Women s Clubs
Kentucky Government Council
Kentucky Jaycees
Kentucky Judicial Conference
Citizens Court Committee
Junior League of Louisville
Kentucky Council of Chuttrhes
Kentbcky Pair Association
Vag

Illesbarf E. GSable,Illaipublica.
cordialities lismr Govesemilye ad Itersa•eefai
Kentucky Chiefs of Police
.Kentucky Law Enforcement Council
Kentucky Peace Officers Associanon
Kentucky Shorthand Reporters Association
League of Women Voters of Kentucky
Louisville Section. Nanonal Council of Jewish Women
Artier/cans for Effective Law Enforcement - Kentucky
Chapter
Your vote is vital.
By adopting this amendment we vall make our courts and
.
, Ifs urgent you vote "YES.ridges more responses
NiewasbeL4th no.i§scande,
..", 1

614 KENTUCKIANS FOR MODERN COURTS
Robert filogsfav. Ts...sower

for the last leg of the two-day
event. Many more babies came
out for the finals and could be
seen in animated conversation
along the sidelines.
Hastings Housden, Catherine
Hurt, Kelsey Christopher and
Heather Hughes seemed to have
their favorites, although it was
most difficult to learn who they
were supporting.
The beautiful fall day was
perfect tennis weather and
excellent play was exhibited.
On court No. 1, Charles
Walston and Edwina Simmons
defeated Tom Bower and Ellen
Harrell.
Court No. 2 saw Mike Owen
and Nancy Balch defeat Ben
Hogancarnp and Delores Hall.
In the finals it was Owen-Balch
defeating Walston-Simmons, 62, 6-2.
Trophies for the tournament
were presented by the Peoples
Bank, Bank of Murray, and
Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods.
Murray, of course, has a
number of renowned tennis
tournarnents, however, if the
big time isn't quite your style,
and yet you would like to try
your luck, venture up to some of
the Sigmas during the winter
months and let them know that
you would support their efforts
in 1976.
The key point here, is that
virtually everyone enjoyed the
event and the Murray Comprehensive Care Center will
reap the benefits.

Psrst
Gary Hayerstock and Betty Purdorn del
Steve Payne and Gay Crass 84, Charles
Walston and Edwinna 8121111101111 del Don
Keller and Rainey ApperaCo 8-3. John Wise
and Rose Bower del T. Turner and Doris
Cella 64. Bennie Purcell and Charlotte
Sturm del Bill Whitaker and Lois Keller 82 Walt Apperson and Janet Housden del
Eddie Hunt and Brenda Marquardt H.
Maurice Humphrey and Sue Outland del.
Ron Christopher and Sue Overbey 8-3. Tom
McNeely and Corrine Stripling def. Joe
Rerroat and Mary Jane Jackson 8-1 Tom
Bower and Ellen Harrell def. Don Overbey
and Patsy Dennison 84. Wells Purdom and
Lanette Underwood del Stan Outland and
Janna Hughes 8-3. A W . Simmons and Jenny Smock del Jim Frank and Linda McNeely 9-7 Cherles Warner and Ann
Williams del ra Llirisrnan and Ellie
Christopher 8-3 Mike Owen and Nancy
Balch del Doug Lance and Terry Burke It0 Darrell Keller and Mary Beshear del
Buddy Valentine and Sue Overby 6-6. Ben
Rogruicamp and Delores Hall del John
Flail and Vickie Lance H. Bob Hopkins
and Patsy Oakley def. Wendell Jordan and
Jackie Ransom 84. Ken Harrell and
Peggy Billington def. Sam Housden and
Shirley- Homra 8-5.
Soosed Real
Charles Wilson and Edinnna Simmons
def. Gary Haverstock and Betty Purdom 112. Bennie Purcell and Charlotte Sturm del
John Wise and Rose Bower 8-5. Walt Apperson and Janet Housden def. Maurice
Humphrey and Sue Outland 8-. Tore
Bower and Ellett Harrell del . Torn McNeely and Corrine Stripling 8-5. Wells Purdom and Lanette Underwood del A. W.
Simmons and Jenny Smock 5-1. Mike
Owen and Nancy Balch del. Charles Warner and Ann Williams 54. Ben Hogancamp
and Delores Hall del. Darrell Keller and
Mary Beshear 8-1. Ken Harrell and Peggy
Billington def. Bob Hopkins and Patsy
Oakley 11-9.
esorseeltnala
Charles Walston and Edwina Simmons
Bennie
Purcell
and Charlotte Sturm
del.
11-9. Tom Bower and Ellen Harrell def.
Walt Apperaon and Janet Housden 9-7.
Mike Owen and Nancy Balch clef Wells
Purdom and Lanette Underwood 8-3. Ben
Hogancarrip and Delores Hall del. Ken
Harrell and Peggy Billington 9-7.
&wow*
Charles Walston and Edwirma Simmons
del. Tom Bower and Ellen Harrell 6-3,6-1.
Mike Owen and Nancy Balch def. Ben
Hogancarnp and Delores Hall 6-3,6-3.
Mike Owen and Nancy Balch del. Charles
Wilson and Edwrinna Simmons 6-3,6-2.

TOURNEY WINNERS—Mary Beshear (left), chairman of the Sigma Benefit Tennis Tournament, presents
the trophies to the winners, Mike Owen and Nancy Balch. Owen and Balch won the title by defeat,ng
Charles Walston and Edwinno Simmons in the title match.
(Stiff Photo by Me.Brandon)

Hard-Luck Wildcats Take It
On Chin Again From Georgia
By BOB COOPER
but they've happened and we thought our defense could hold
AP Sports Writer
could'nt change that and we them down and make them do
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) — don't want any pity_o_rj_t
uvz_to
a lot of things they didn't want
Kentucky -conch—Fran Curcr-th
Thy for it. We )usi-Wari 0.'
do," uArdisáld.
credits some "most unfortunate some games," Curci said Sun"Our whole game plan was to
things," to his team's poor day night.
make first arid 10's—as many
showing this season, "the latest
"We just have to continue to as we could—and just keep the
being a 21-13 loss to Georgia.
play well and keep our pride up tempo of the game going our
"They've said this is one of and our momentum going and way," he added.
the better Kentucky teams something good has got to hapIt went Kentucky's way for a
we've had and I think so," Cur- pen," he added.
half and then died. Curci said
ci said after watching films of -For the sixth time in seven the new NCAA rule limiting
the game that sent his current games, Kentucky won the sta- travelling teams to 48 players
record this season to 1-5-1.
tistical battle. However, the hurt a little because of the heat
"But we've had the most un- Wildcats have only ona,victory on the field during the Georgia
fortunate things happen to us, to show for the season.
game, but didn't determine the
Again, a single play was the outcome.
downfall, this time when Sonny
Just before the Collins fumble
Collins dropped a pitchout early that turned the game around,
in second half. "The ball hit Curci said as he reviewed the
Sonny right in the chest," Ctrrri films, "we -usually do somesaid.
don't know whether he thing crazy and we're not going
would have gone all the way to disappoint you."
but it would have been a big
gainer for us.
by Lucas and Gerard overcame
"This chafted the entire moa 23-point performance by the mentum of the game and the
Sails' Caldwell Jones, who also Georgia team got all excited,"
led all rebounders with 16.
Curci said.
Colonels 130, Squires 112
Kentucky jumped to a 10-0
Kentucky shook off a brief lead on a 46-yard field goal by
Virginia rally with a 19-6 sec- John Pierce and a six-yard
ond-half surge and Artis Gil- dash by Steve Campassi followmore led seven double-figure ing a fumble recovery -in the
scorers with 27 points as the first quarter, but Gecirgia
Colonels romped past the bounced back with a touchdown
Squires.
by Glynn Harrison from 34
Nets 118, Pacers 111
yards in the first quarter to
Julius Erving scored 30 narrow the margin.
points and John Williamson
Pierce connected again from
struck for 27, powering New 27 yards to give Kentucky a 13... on car
York over Indiana. Erving 7 lead at halftime, but Curci
scored 11 of his points in the said afterwards he knew that
insurance.
second period to lead a come- wasn't enough.
Ronnie Ross
back for New York as the Nets
"I said before the ball game
21111. Reis
charged into a 57-55 halftime if we could get 21 points we 75
rheas 713-0411
lead.
could beat them because I ---

Maravich Scores 45 To
Pace Jazz Past Knicks

By The Associated Press
whipped the Phoenix Suns 113Pete Maravich is a pistol 99. In the American Basketball
when he shoots from the out- Association, the Spirits of St.
side, but he's even more of a Louis downed the San Diego
straight shositer from the foul Sails 101-85; the Kentucky Cololine.
nels whipped the Virginia
The top gun of the New Or- Squires 130-112 and the New
leans Jazz was given the easier York Nets stopped the Indiana
shot more than the New York Pacers 118-111.
Knicks wanted, and the ineviSuperSonics 113, Suns 99
table resulted Sunday night. Leonard Gray poured in 27
The Jazz won the National Bei: points as Seattle defeated Phoeketball Association game 125- nix. Fred Brown added 21
114 in double overtime.
points to offset the 29-point per"Both teams had plenty of formance by Phoenix rookie Alchances to win," said New van Adams and the 21 points by
York Coach Red Holzman. "We Dick Van Arsdale.
just didn't do it. We threw the
ball away an awful lot, but then Phoenix took a run at the
their defense was awfully Sonics early in the fourth quargood."
ter, cutting Seattle's advantage
The best of all was Maravich, to 90-87. But Seattle came
who scored 45 points — in- through with aggressive decluding six free throws in the fense paired with the cold Suns' VIMIWILYILWIW\'11\11111
waning seconds of the second shooting to outscore the visitors
overtime period that put the 15-4 over the next six minutes.
game away for New Orleans.
Spirits 101, Sails 85
In all, Maravich hit 23 of 26 Maurice Lucas had 25 points
shots from the foul line.
and Gus Gerard added 21, powIn the night's other NBA ering the Spirits of St. Louis
genie, the Seattle SuperSonics over San Diego. The production
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Two Rookies To Start
In Backfield For Bears
By MIKE ROBINSON .. and staying together. We were
inches away today. We're so
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO (API — The Chi- close ... yet so far."
Although Adamle and Harper
cago Bears, their running attack sharpened by a pair of re- were rewarded with starting
serve backs, have awarded roles, Payton is off the injured
starting assignments to Mike list and figures to play. The
Adamle and Roland Harper
Bears listed defensive ends
Adamle, acquired from the Richard Harris (knee) and
New York Jets, and Harper, a Mike Hartenstine (foot) as
surprising 17th-round draft probable, Edwards ( ankle)
pick, lack the stature of, say, a questionable and wide receiver
Chuck Foreman, who will come Ron Shanklin I knee) out for the
to town Monday night with the season.
Minnesota Vikings for a NationThe Vikes listed runner Brent
al Football League game to be
(ankle) as doubtMcClanahan
televised at 9 p.m. EST on
Doug Kingsriter
tight
end
ful,
ABC-TV.
questionable
and quar(knee)
But, with starting runners
Berry
terback
Bob
(ankle)
Walter Payton and Cid Ed—questionable.
wards sidelined by injuries, the
Tackle Wally Chambers sackpair of reserves combined for
times three
196 yards last week in a 34-3 ed Tarkenton four
good
day for
a
and
weeks
ago
loss to the Pittsburgh Steelers.
youthful front four
Adamle's 110 yards marked the the Bears
Mintop performance in three years could spell trouble for the
But
the
game.
Passing
nesota
by a Bears' ball carrier.
he exThe Bears, 1-4, are a 17-point Viking quarterback said
to work
underdog against their 5-0 pected his aerial attack
northern neighbors in the against Chicago.
NFL's Central Division. It was
"If we're a championship
just three weeks ago that Fran team we certainly need to be
Tarkenton shredded the Chi- able to do that," he said.
cago secondary and led the
Tarkenton did show some reVikings to a 28-3 victory.
spect for the Bears.
But the rebuilding Bears,
"They're big and strong
with 14 rookies on the squad, enough to play an honest fourfigure they can start vvinning if three defense," he said.
they eliminate the errors and
TENNIS
penalties that have plagued
TEHRAN — American Eddie
them recently.
'1116 To6K lteirrarrirrn- Dims- upset defendftrg charm'
day," Coach .tack Pardee mild pion Guillermo Vilas,of Argen.
after the loss in Pittsburgh "If tina 6-3, 6-1 to advance into the
we keep. that up, well win final of the $100,000 Aryamehr
some
games ITiE year. Tennis Tournaments against
We made good progress hitting Ivan Molina of ('olombia.

Fine
Formalwear
for Men

x

When it comes time for special occasions ... wear
something out of the ordinary! Our collection
offers you current styles ...we hove all the correct
accessories too
rentals.

tollege ,111113
1
•
•

master cnarge
a

Phone 753-3241
214 No. 15th St
(1111s1 to Wallace Book Store)
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Racers Manage To Gain
Tie At East Tennessee
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By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger fr Times Sports Editor
How do you explain to
somebody what frustration
means?
You could have hopped in the
car Friday and driven to
Johnson City, Tn., because you
couldn't have found a better
place in the world to find
something to illustrate the
word.
Number one: Two teams with
losing seasons are both hoping
to win and maybe gain some
down
the
momentum
homestretch of the Ohio Valley
Conference race. Number two:
Just a short piece from
Memorial Field is a brand
spanking new Minidome that
has more leaks than a top secret
White House meeting.
Number three: There are
much better things for the fans
and players to do on a sunny
afternoon in the Tennessee hills
than to watch a pair of OVC hasbeens fight to a 10-10 tie.
Somebody once said that
a tie game is like
kissing
ilitissing your sister. When you
have to travel over 400 miles to

Racer Women
Harriers Get
25-42 Victory
Murray State's women's
cross country team won a 25-42
dual meet over Western Illinois
Saturday at the Murray
Country Club.
Bev Roland of Western
Illinois easily won first place
over the two-mile course as she
turned in a winning time of
12:42. Carol Schafer of Murray
was second in 13:25.
Although Indiana State did
not field a team, one of its
runners was third. Donna
Burnham of the Sycamores
turned in a 13:29. In fourth was
Kathy Schafer of the Racers
with a 13:45 while Murray's
Glenda Calabro was fifth in
Sixth place went to Sandy
Sims of Murray in 14:24 while
seventh went to Camille Baker
of the Racers as she recorded a
14:28.
Western Illinois had the next
two places before Ann Moore of
Murray rounded out the top 10
in 15:01. Other Murray finishers
included Gabriel Black in 12th,
Martha Luckett in 15th and Nan
Grant in 17th.
This Saturday, the Racer
women will be at the Indiana
State Invitational. Team partkipating will be Southern
Illinois, Western Illinois, Illinois
State, Indiana State and
Murray.

Again, it was the defense of
the Racers that made the game
interesting. All season long, the
defense has sparkled and
Saturday, the glitter was as
bright as always.
Time and time again, the
defense walled together to stop
East Tennessee. Only one time

Murray on top
Then at the
8:32 mark of the second period,
Racer quarterback Mike
Hobble unloaded the bomb.
Willie DeLoach, who had
caught a similar touchdown
Pass two weeks ago in a win at
Martin, hauled in the pass for
the 63-yard scoring play down
the left sideline. That left
Murray with a 10-0 lead, after
Amagwula had added the PAT
WINNERS IN ACTION- The winners of the Sigma Beasfit Tennis Tovrasinent are shown in action as NanBut in the second half, it was a
her partner Mike Owen hit one bock across the net. A large crowd was on bend to watch
reversal of the first half as only cy Bolcb watches
weekend
play.
the
temeie
In the third period, Neff set a East Tennessee could mount
(elwees by tern eeseeer)
new school record by booming a any offense and the two teams
field goal from 42 yards away to wound up playing to the tie.
put East Tennessee's first three
Murray's ground game was
points on the board, leaving
virtually nil, the Racers had
Murray with a 10-3 lead.
It was a different game in the only 96 yards in rushing with
tailback Art Kennedy being the
first half. It was all Murray.
Midway through the first leader with 52 yards in 17 atperiod, the Racers broke the tempts. East Tennessee had 232
The fact that the games are
116 gold medals in one of their
By BOB GREEN
as yards on the ground.
deadlock
scoreless
American sweep every four
an
and
ever
showings
strongest
Writer
Sports
AP
In the aerial department,
Amagtvula kicked a field goal
and turned out to be
years,
pleasant
as
well
as
bitter
some
MEXICO CITY ( AP) from 26 yards away to put Hobbie hit on eight of 13 passes
so this time around,
more
even
memories.
the
to
delegation
America's
for 134 yards while Nelson had
demands from
renewed
brought
of
weeks
two
the
Throughout
13 of 19 for 135 yards but had two Pan American Games goes
Latin American sectors
some
U.S.
sports,
19
in
competition
thouof
memories
with
home
by
one
off,
passes picked
reorganization of the
Darrell Ramsey and the other sands of candles and dazzling athletes, and the Stars and for a
fireworks, while lugging bas- Stripes, were subjected to whis- games to exclude the U.S. That
by Eddie McFarland.
tling, the Mexican form of does not appear likely to hapkets of Mexican gold.
Defensive statistics found Al
The candles and fireworks booing. It turned up again at pen.
Martin getting 13 unassisted were part of an emotional cere- the closing ceremony but this
tackles while defensive tackle mony Sunday night ending the time the cheers drowned out
Les Stinnett had seven tackles seventh edition of these Olym- the whistles. The Mexicans only
and six assists.
pic-like hemisphere games. The had nine months to prepare for
Georgetown edged Millsaps 11- rallied with a field goal and tied
Murray is now 2-3-1 on the gold came in competition, not the games because Brazil and
it on George Fugate's 1-yard
10.
season and will host powerful from tourist shops.
Chile had previously pulled out.
Earl Cody's two field goals run early in the fourth quarter.
Eastern Kentucky in a game
There was confusion, many
them
with
took
Americans
two
for
Phil Simms passed
provided Eastern's edge over
which should pack Stewart
mixups and mistakes.
Western. Western took a 7-0 touchdowns to Keith Mescher,
Win Race
Stadium Saturday. Eastern, of
The confusion lasted even
The Murray State women's
lead when Lawrence Jefferson but the Morehead quarterback
course, assumed the league
longer than the Games.
CoAP)
Mo.
COLUMBIA,
tennis team ended their regular
scampered 12 yards after tak- spent most of the,day attempt- lead when they whipped
Brazil and Mexico both were season play by blanking
lumbia residents, led by U. S.
ing a lateral from Bill Lindsey. ing to elude a Tennessee Tech
Western Kentucky 13-7 in Rich- premier racewaiker Larry awarded gold soccer medals
Memphis State University 9-0.
But Eastern answered on Scott defense that dumped him for
mond Saturday.
Young, swept the top three because a light failure Satur- The match, played in
McCallister's 5-yard run and losses totaling 44 yards.
spots Sunday in a national 30- day night prevented them from Memphis on Friday, was just
Cody tagged a pair of field'Richard Riney passed for two
kilometer meet sponsored by finishing the soccer final. Then one of the three matches that
goals kn the second quarter.
first quarter touchdowns arid
the Missouri Valley and the officials asked for the medals were scheduled to be played.
Thenastern's defense, un- Centre's defense held off Southback and told the teams to play The matches with Louisana
Amateur Athletic Union.
sung in the light of Western's western until the final six secagain next Wednesday. The State and Mississippi State
a
won
week
last
who
Young,
sensational defensive unit, kept onds of the game as the ColoBrazilians said no thanks, and
Western bottled-up throughout nels lifted their record to 4-1-1.
The Murray Middle School bronze medal in the 20 kilome- booked a flight home Monday were cancelled due to rain.
Games
Am
Pan
the
at
walk
ter
Freshman Karen Weis led the
the second half.
an
for
- Tigers will try
unAlan Rhine scored on a two
morning.
way for the MSU squad with a 6Kentucky State upped its yard run with 3:27 left in the defeated season tonight as they at Mexico City, toured the
Hours after the closing cere- 2,64 victory over Janie Walker
record to 7-1 on Larry Lock's game and Dano Biven ran for close the campaign with an course here in two hours, 25
minutes and 26 seconds. It mony Mario Vazquez Rana, at the number one position.
two touchdown runs and Curt the winning two-point con- away contest at Heath.
record, also president of the Games' Organ- Individual scores were: No. 2
Sullivan's 10-yard pass to Larry version as Georgetown came
The seventh grade game will topped the old
2:28.9.
of
Young's,
izing Committee, overruled ev- Sindy Macovik MSU def. Beth
Walton.
from behind to defeat Millsaps. begin at 5:30 p.m. and will be
Paul Ide was second at erybody, said the original deci- Moser 6-2, 8-1; No. 3 Sandy
Louisville jumped to a surplayed at the Heath High School
Hirt was sion stands, and promised gold Macovik MSU def. Nancy
prising 7-0 lead over Mississippi
Field. The Murray seventh 2:38.10 and Augie
GOLF . .
2:44.27.
in
third
Moore 6-1, 8-0; No. 4 Linda
medals to both teams.
State and later tied it 1444 on
ORLANDO, Fla. - Jim Col- graders will take a 2-2 record
Chris Amoroso of Boulder, Only a few hours before the Spellman MSU def. Libby
Jim Dither's touchdown pass to bert and Dean Refram fired a into the game.
Colo., was foremost among the closing, the American equest- Logue 6-0, 6-3; No. 5 Lynne
Tony Smith.
best-ball eight-under-par 64, for
Murray's eighth grade team masters - walkers 40 years rian team captured the games' Martin MSU def. Debbie Angell
But the Southeastern Confer- a tournament record 36-underence Bulldogs went ahead for par 252, and won the $200,000 is a perfect 4-0 on the season. and older - with a time of final gold medal, in the Grand 6-1, 6-0; No. 6 Leanne Owen
Prix of Nations, to raise Uncle MSU def. Melissa White 7-5, 6-4.
good early in the fourth quarter National Team Championship The Tigers have had a highly 2:56.27.
successful season and as a
Sam's total medal count to 247, In doubles: No. 1 Macovikon Bruce Threadgill's 17-yard by three strokes.
HORSE RACING
several teams have
pass to Steve White. Mississippi
NEW YORK - Group Plan, including 83 silver and 48 Macovik MSU def. WalkerRANCHO SANTA FE, Calif. result,
Moser 6-2, 3-8, 7-5; No. 2 WeisState scored its final touchdown - Mary Bea Porter of Phoenix cancelled scheduled games.
614.40, took the lead from fa- bronze.
MSU def. Moore-Logue 7Owen
writers,
sports
outset,
stretch
the
contest
At
the
in
amid boos and catcalls when carded a final-round 76 but
The eighth grade
vored Wajima
the Bulldogs stopped the clock managed to hold on for a three- should start at approximately then held on to win the $159,300 and athletes and coaches them- 5, 6-2; No. 3, Martin-Spellman
with 15 seconds to play to en- stroke victory in the $53,000 6:45p.m. For fans wanting to go Jockey Club Gold Cup by a selves, predicted the U.S. would MSU clef. White-Angell 6-0, 6-2.
The women's tennis team,
able Steve Vitrano to plunge a Ladies Classic golf tournament. to the games, Heath is located neck at Belmont Park Satur- have serious competition from
coached by Nita Head, will take
did
nation
island
was
That
$7,
Cuba.
Paducah.
Jack,
of
out
yard for the touchdown.
miles
Don
six
about
day.
MELBOURNE, Australia :Murray built a 10-0 first half Rob McNaughton of Australia Turn left at Noble Park and hit awarded the victory in Sun- earn 58 gold medals, 44 silver a 12-2 won-lost record into the
lead on Emodi Arnagwula's 26- shot a three-under-par 69 to Park Avenue and follow the day's $57,750 Hill Prince Handi- and 30 bronze, but after the Kentucky State Intercollegiate
yard field goal and a 63-yard take a two-stroke lead after the road about three or four miles cap when first place finisher first few days it became clear Tennis Tournament October 31pass from Mike Hobbie to Willie second round of the Wills Mas- until you see a sign that says Armies Brat was disqualified this would once again become November 1 in Owensboro,
Kentucky.
an American runaway.
for interference.
"Heath High School right."
DeLoach. But East. Tennessee ters Golf Classic.
in the contest ad the defense
fail and that could have been
expected.
Early in the fourth period,
trailing 10-3, East Tennessee
got good field position behind
the running of George Fugate
and the passing of quarterback
Reed Nelson to move into
scoring territory.
Finally, the Bucs recorded a
first down at the Murray State
two-yard line. At the time, it
appeared to be a sure touchdown.
But after three plays, the
Bucs were still sitting at the
Murray two-yard line. So on the
fourth and goal, since it was in
the fourth period and neither
team had been able to generate
muciaaffensive power, the Bucs
passed up the shot at the field
*oat and went for the sixpointer.
And after three unsuccessful
tries, the Bucs finally scored as

Fugate found a lama opening
on the left side of his offensive
line and dove through and just
over the endzone. The Bucs
added the PAT and the game
was tied at 10-10.
Both teams had chances to
win the game late.. on but the
Racers failed as Emodi
Arnagwula missed a 29-yard
field goal attempt and East
Tennessee's Bobby Neff missed
one from 27 yards out.

Confusion lasted Longer Than
Did The Pan American Games

pers
To Grab League Lead
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
Western Kentucky was a loser in several ways in a 13-6 setback at Eastern Kentucky, although the score is enough to
dampen Hilltopper hearts.
While dropping its first game
to Eastern since 1968, Western
also lost the chance for as unbeaten season, fell behind in a
bid for the Ohio Valley Conference title and also missed a
chance to take over the No, 1
national ranking among small
colleges.
Instead, Eastern Kentucky
now GWIIS all the marbles. The
Colonels, 6-0-1, have a chance
for an unbeaten season and a
postseason playoff spot; have
all but locked up the OVC title,
and should improve on last
.week'sNo. 4 rariking in the college division poll.
Since No. 1 Grambling and
No. 2 Western Kentucky both
lost, Eastern Kentucky and No.
3 Texas Add appear the logical
candidates for the first and second spots in the new rankings.
In other games, 13th ranked
Kentucky State pounded Arkansas-Pine Bluff 20-7;Louisville gave heavily favored Mississippi State a battle before
falling 28-14; Murray held on
for a 10-10 tie with East Tennessee; Morehead gained only
one yard all day in dropping a
28-13 decision to Tennessee
Tech; Centre dumped Southwestern, Tenn., 14-6 and

Women's Net
Team Gets Win
Over Memphis

MMS Tigers Seek
Undefeated Season
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do it, it's like kissing your
family dog that has the mange.
It could have been worse
though. And you can bet that
even though Murray coach Bill
Furgerson wanted a win, he was
quite pleased to come away
from Johnson City with a tie.
East Tennessee came into the
contest with a 1-5 record and
they are probably the best 1-5
football team in the country,
major or small college. And
with all the injuries Murray
State has, a tie against the Bucs
is as good as a victory for the
old morale.

1.

49

50

ONION RINGS

CLAM CHOWDER & SALAD BAR

1.50

FRIED OYSTERS

2.65

SHRIMP COCKTAIL

1.35

FRIED SCALLOPS

2.65

OYSTER COCKTAIL

1.35

BROILED FLOUNDER

2.50

SEAFOOD PLATTER
Shrimp, Oysters, Fish, Clams

2.75

SALAD BAR ONLY

..

95

FISH'N CHIPS

1.75

BONELESS CATFISH

2.25

FILLET OF FLOUNDER

2.25

FRIED SHRIMP

2.65

BOILED SHRIMP

2.65

FRIED CLAMS

1.95

HALF POUND GROUND ROUND

2.25

-SALAD BAR, FRENCH FRIES WITH ALL LUNCHESApplesauce or Cottage Cheese may be substituted for Sabel or French Friss
CHILDREN'S MENU -10 Yrs. and UMW
zo
COFFEE, ICE TEA
HAMBURGER AND FRIES
SOFT DRINKS
BONELESS CATFISH
25
Coke. Sprite. Orange Mr Pibb
FRIED CLAMS
.25
SANKA
FISH'N CHIPS
30
MILK
French Fries, Hushpuppies With
Salted Bar with Childs Menu 50o

•HAMBURGER PLATTER
French Fries, Salad BO/

1/4 lb.,
1.75

'CHEESEBURGER PLATTER 1 / 4 lb.,
French Fries,Salad Bar

1.85

'FISH SANDWICH
French Fries, Salad Bar

1.75

4.80
8 oz. RIB-EYE STEAK
8.95
ROCK LOBSTER TAILS
'Sandwiches Less 90 VVithoot French Fries, and Salad Bar
99
99
99
99

HOURS:
11 AM to 4 PM, Monday through Friday

111

slealuswe

ii
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Patriots Lose Plunkett Again
While Dolphins Edge By Bills

as the
Gerela's field goal that beat the lea trounced New Orleans 38-14 touchdown, then scored the tie- three-yard TD pass
By BRUCE LOWITT
Orleans.
New
routed
Rams
three-yard
a
on
.
and Oakland bl,anked San Diego breaker himself
AP Spans Writer
-- Packers 16-13.
The Saints' scores came on
Some quarterbacks are hurt But without doubt the most 25-0. On Saturday, St. Louis keeper with 2:04 remaining to
Manning's 15-yard pass
Archie
Benkeep
the
Atlanta
and
by others. Then there are those pain was suffered by Buffalo's beat the New York Giants 20- beat
Larry Burton and a one-yard
to
and
he
brought
Ferguson
—
13.
Minnesota
is
at
Chicago
Sala
unbeaten.
who hurt themselves.
Joe
5
Jim Mitchell got both Atlanta run by Rod McNeil.
New England's Jim Plunkett it all upon himself. He threw tonight.
Raiders 25, Chargers 0
Scott said Miami crossed up touchdowns on a 17-yard pass
got hurt in the first period on a the ball when he shouldn't
Pete Etanaszak's touchdown
Ferguson by switching from from Bartkowski and a two
keeper play. When he was hit, have.
of one and two yards
bursts
he suffered a recurrence of his With 3:09 to play and the zone coverage to man-to-man. yarcler from McQuilken.
Stabler's 45-yard scorKen
and
Miami
30-28,
Bufleading
double"Curtis
Johnson
and
I
preseason left shoulder separa- Bills
Steelers 16, Packers 13
Cliff Branch carried
to
pass
ing
tion. But it wound up hurting falo was on its own 13-yard covered J.D. Hill and I had the
Rocky Bleier rambled for 163
past San Diego.
Raiders
the
of
trying
to
Scott,
run
who
Instead
said
inside,"
Francisco
more.
line.
His reslipped yards, 29 of them in four carand Darcy Rota hit for the Kings past the staggering San
By FRANK BROWN
Chargers' closest
winless
The
on
the
ground, in front of the Buffalo wide re- ries on the drive that set up
placement, rookie Steve Gro- out the clock
Hawks.
North Stars.
AP Sports Writer
scoring chance came in the
get
out
to
of
chose
Ferguson
ceiver
for
the
interception.
the
passed
Patriots
"We
field
gan,
to
a
decisive
29-yard
Gerela's
Tom Williams, Mike Murphy
Flyers 7, Rangers 2
The Washington Capitals are
first half when they reached
trouble in a hurry. Instead he had gone mostly with a zone all goal with 1:04 left which lifted
Rangers Coach Ron Stewart and Don Kozak also scored for 24-16 victory over the 49ers.
off to their best start ever. Last
the Oakland 17-yard line. But
he
first-and-10,
On
night
it.
...
I
guess
they
into
got
figured
the
pesky
past
Pittsburgh
year, they didn't win on the might have the same complaint Los Angeles, while Blake DunRay Wersching was wide on a
Steve
Atlanta's
Bartkowski
right
to
ball
—
we
be
in
a
zone
would
threw the
again." Packers.
road until the 38th of 40 con- Reay does about players for- lop and Norm Gratton hit for
34-yard field goal attempt.
the
first
in
also got hurt
period Miami safety Jake Scott on the
Almost overlooked because of
Cowboys 20, Eagles 17
tests. Sunday night, they upset getting to play defense. New the losers.
Cardinals 20, Giants 13
Cincinnati when he suf- Buffalo 22.
against
was
those
last
few
minutes
the
Toni Fritsch's 42-yard field
the Black Hawks 7-5 at Chicago York has given up 23 goals in
Gray gathered in touchMel
dislocated
elbow.
But
it
fered a
The Dolphins took that gift job Miami did on O.J. Simpson, goal at the final gun gave Dalto score the earliest road victo- its last three runaway losses.
down passes of 51 yards from
Falcons, too. He'd al- and drove for the winning holding him to just 88 yards — las its come-from-behind victohurt
the
Three of those goals were by
ry of their history — it only
running back Terry Metcalf
By The Associated Press
ready directed them to a touch- score, Don Nottingham's third 38 fewer than his previous low ry over the Eagles.
took seven contests this time — Bill Barber Sunday night, leadHere's how the top teams in down. And although Kim touchdown of the game with this year against the Giants The Cowboys trailed 17-10 beand 38 yards from quarterback
and equal last year's total of ing Philadelphia to a lopsided the five Associated Press high
Jim Hart to lead St. Louis past
got
them
McQuilken
another
play,
beating
the
night.
last Monday
just 1:25 to
fore Roger Staubach threw a
victory.
triumphs away from home.
the Giants.
school football polls fared last one, Cincinnati pulled out a 21- Bills 35-30.
Patriots 24, 49ers 111
21-yard game-tying touchdown
Tom Bladon, Reggie Leach week:
Let's not make too much of
14
victory.
yards
to
other
National
Grogan
passed
11
Sunday's
In
pass to Drew Pearson with 1:04
the fact that this is only their and Ross Lonsberry also scored
Jefferson County AAAA
Pittsburgh's Terry Bradshaw Football League games, Dallas Andy Johnson and seven to left in the final period. Then
second season in the National for the Flyers. Steve Vickers
1. St.Xavier (7-0) def. De- got hurt in the fourth period edged Philadelphia 20-17, Hous- Randy Vataha for two touch- they forced a punt that gave
Hockey League. Everybody has had both Rangers goals.
Sales 14-0.
when Green Bay, linebacker ton blitzed Detroit 24-8, Kansas downs that powered the Patri-Sabres 3, Seals 2
to start someplace.
2. Bishop-ISV-id (94.1j def. Fred Carr bashed him and City whipped Denver 26-13, Bal- ots past San Francisco.
o ch hit
Four
m playslater,Stanba
The unbeaten, untied Sabres Central 35-0.
You would think that a team
_shook him u_p. So Joe Gilliam tirnore routed ft _new ymt BpegAls U, Falcons 14
yards in cot up_
Pearson
for
90
row
took
their
eighth
game
ins
would
get
diswith our record
3. Triruty
) os o anua
took over and directed the Jets 45-28, Washington breezed
Ken Anderson passed 30 Fritsch's kick.
couraged," said Capitals Coach by trimming the surprising 14-7.
Steelers into position for Roy past Cleveland 23-7, Los Ange- yards to Charlie Joiner for one
Oilers 24, Lions 8
and General Manager Milt young Seals on a third-period
4. DeSales (4-3) lost to St.
56-yard
Pastorini's
Dan
goal by Jacques Richard.
Schmidt.
The University of Houston,
Xavier 14-0.
touchdown bomb to Ken Bur- one of the top golf teams in the
Craig Ramsay and Fred
5.
Fairdale
(6-3)
list
to
SouthoptimThere was cause for
rough and Billy Johnson's daz- nation,fired a 719 to capture the
Stanfield helped Buffalo to a 2-0
ism in the Capitals' dressing lead before Bob Girard and Al ern 18-7.
zling 52-yard punt return for River City Intercollegiate Golf
State AAAA
room, but Black Hawks Coach MacAdam tied it for California.
another score in a 14,2-minute Tournament in Memphis this
1.
Ashland
(
9-0)
def.
Belfry
Billy Reay was less than
span of the third period fired weekend.
Bruins 7, Red Wings 3
46-6.
pleased with his club. They
the Oilers past Detroit.
Bobby Schmautz scored three
Murray State Coach Buddy
2. Owensboro (8-0) def. Hentook 53 shots on the Washington goals, leading the Bruins' 50Chiefs 26, Broncos 13
said this could well be
Hewitt
derson City 24-8.
goal and lost.
Jan Stenerud kicked a field the toughest tourney held in the
shot attack against Detroit
3. Paducah Tilghman (6-1)
Stan Gilbertson added two goalie Jim Rutherford and ex- def. Madisonville 18-7.
goal in each Period — bacts nation this year and is easily the
77
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON. lead with the Nebraska Corn- 7 as Jimmy Smith bolted "
covering 28, 46, 37 and 23 yards best one
the
held in
goals to White's three, while tending to 10 games the Red
4. Lex. Tates Creek ( 7-1) def.
game's
over
the
triumph
score
on
AP Sports Writer
yards to
huskers via a 39-7
and quarterback Mike Li'- southeastern= part- of the
the other Washington tallies Wings' winless string.
Iroquois 28-6.
While King Archie the First Iowa State as the defense, led second play and Rok Lytle ingston passed for one touchKings 4, North Stars 2
were by Monahan and Nelson
country.
•
5. Boyd COUPtY (74)1081 to -Of Columbus was becoming ma- by 260-pound tackle Leroy Sel- scored four times. down and ran for one in Kansas
Dennis
'The tourney.began on Friday
Marks,
Marcel
Dionne
had
a
goal
John
Pyatt_.
Huntington, W.Va., 21-71- ----—jar -C011ege football's all-time mon, pressured the losers into
Eighth-ranked Texas is still City's victory over the Broncos. and 18 holes were to be played
Hull,,Cliff Koroll. Dale Talon and two assists to help the
State AAA
leading ground-gainer, while early turnovers while the sput- deadlocked with the Texas Ag-Colts 45, Jets 28
each day but only 45 holes of the
1. Ft. Thomas Highlands( 9-0) his Ohio State playmates and tering offense lost six of a gies in the SWC after routing
Bert Jones ran 15 yards for a 54-hole tournament were played
def. Simon Kenton 55-7.
the next eight teams in The As- record 13 fumbles. Meanwhile, Rice 41-9 as Gralyn Wyatt tall- touchdown, then passed for 15 because of r‘in. The individual
2. Franklin-Simpson (9-0) def. sociated Press ratings were the fourth-ranked
Huskers ied three touchdowns in a and 68 yards to rookie running title went to Keith Fergus of
Glasgow 13-6.
rolling to victory, while South- whomped No. 10 Colorado 63-21 steady rain on nifty Wishbone back Marshall Johnson for two Houston.
3. Shelby County (9-0) def. ern California and Nebraska as Vince Ferragamo passed for pitchouts from slick Marty more scores in Baltimore's
Fergus, only a junior and
Meade County 50-14.
were reaffirming their exalted two touchdowns and John Akins.
romp over the Jets. Joe Nam- already a two-time All4. Glasgow ( 6-2, lost to status against Second Ten O'Leary ran for two.
The regular cross country times included Mike Vowell in
ath passed for three of New American, posted a 70, a 35 for
with 26:55, Kevin Franklin-Simpson 13-6.
season came to an end on a sour 12th
teams, while all this was going
No. 9 Penn State allowed York's touchdowns and his 91- the rain-shortened second day
Cal
Southern
Third-ranked
5. Conner (6-3) lost to Erla- on, four clubs that haven't
note for Murray State Saturday Perryman in 14th with 27:08,
recent domination Army across midfield three yard pass play to Richard Cas- and a 70 on Sunday.
as the Racers dropped a 26-30 John Cionte in 15th with 27:27 nger Lloyd 19-17.
much to cheer about lately continued its
beating the times and blanked the Cadets ter set up the fourth one.
Here are all of the team
State AA
dual meet to Southeast and Rod Harvey in 16th with a
were grabbing a share of the of Notre Dame,
31-0 behind Woody Petchel's 139
Browns 7
Redskins
23,
Houston 719, Ohio State
Ricky
scores:
24-17
as
Irish
14th-ranked
1. Middlesboro 49-0) def. limelight.
28:09.
Missouri.
Running back Larry Brown 735, Georgia 738, Alabama 748,,
leading rush- yards and two touchdowns.
nation's
Bell,
the
third
the
usually
Evarts
28-0.
Arnett
Bob
Brewer
of
Sophomore Martyn
The Big Four, at least for the
Elsewhere in the Second Ten, caught a 12-yard touchdown Florida 750, Georgia Southern-gained .165 yards, the most
2. Somerset (6-I)' def.Wayne weekend, were
the Racers won the five-mile or fourth man for Murray, was
Mexico, ix- ever by a Trojan runner in the No. 11 Arizona state, held to a pass from Billy Kilmer and 753, Memphis State 754,
meet in a time of 24:42 while not able to run and Jimmy County 32-0
linoLs,__ Navy and - _Louisiana celebrated 50-year rivalry.
scoreless halftime tie by lowly Brown's heir-apparent, rookie misaissippi 756, ISU 759, Oral 3. Corbin (7-1) def. Laurel State, all of which knocked off
Steve Barr, also an English- Colon, usually the fifth or sixth
Texas A&M, the No. 5 team, Texas-El Paso, got short third- Mike Thomas, ripped through Roberts 759, Okalhoma 765,
man, was second for SEMO in man for Murray, did not finish County 9-0.
ranking teams.
used Lester Hayes' tie-breaking period touchdown runs from winless Cleveland for 124 yards Auburn 765, Mississippi State
4. Mayfield (7-2) def. Reid24:51. Ed White of SEMO was the race.
The Lobos of New Mexico 77-yard dash with a mid-air Fred Mortensen and Mark and scored twice in Washing768, Murray State 769, Kentucky
land 62-20.
third in 25:24.
ended 13th-ranked Arizona's fumble to defeat Baylor's de- Lovett and pulled away 24-6.
ton's victory.
771, New Orleans 771, Thiene
5.
Scott
County
(
8-2)
def.
Ralph Cheek of Murray took
Racers
will
perfect
as
well
as
the
Saturday
the
mark
—
This
The Browns' lone touchdown 773, Middle Tennessee 779,
fending Southwest Conference
Fleming
County
43-14.
fourth in 25:30 while Brian compete in the OVC ChamWildcats' record nine-game champs 19-10.
No. 12 Florida, tied with Ala- — their first in nine quarters — Tennessee 780, Vanderbilt 783
State A
Rutter, usually the Racers' top pionships at Eastern Kentucky.
winning streak — with a wild
Sixth-ranked Alabama took a bama for the SEC lead in a came on a 15-yard pass from and Arkansas 794.
1. Frankfort (9-1) lost to 44-34 upset as Steve Myer corn- weekend off from Southeastern race unlikely to be settled to Brian Sipe to rookie tight end
runner, fell to fifth and finished Western Kentucky will be the
Mike Perpich of Murray had a
in 25:41.
pleted 28 of 36 passes for 351 Conference play and crushed anyone's satisfaction since they Oscar Roan.
overwhelming choice to win the Richmond Madison 16-2.
185 for the 45-hole tournament
2. Harrodsburg (8-1) def. yards and four touchdowns.
SEMO then grabbed the next title while Murray and East
Rams 38, Saints 14
winless Texas Christian 45-0 as don't play each other, defeated
and finished in a tie for 11th.
three places to wrap up the win. Tennessee are expected to be in Paris 38-12.
Illinois stormed back from a Johnny Davis galloped 66 yards Duke 24-16 in a non-league
Cullen Bryant bolted in for Other Murray scores included
3. Heath (9-0) def. Ft. Camp- 13-0 third-period deficit and deMurray's fourth man was a close battle for second.
for one TD and Richard Todd game as birthday boy Jimmy touchdowns of one and three Kevin Klier 190, Larry Patton
•
Clint Strohmeier who took ninth
feated 16th-ranked Michigan tallied twice.
Each team can have only bell 21-14.
DuBose scored three touch- yards, John Cappelletti and 193, Bobby Cronin 201 and Brad
4. Ft. Campbell (7-1) lost to State 21-19 as Kurt Steger
in 26:07 while the fifth man was seven runners in the race.
Michigan, rated seventh, kept downs and gained 141 yards for Rob Scribner also ran for Stine 205.
Don Willcox who was Ilth in Murray's seven will be Brewer, Heath 21-14.
threw two touchdown passes to pace with Ohio State atop the a one-season school record of scores and James Harris
The tourney concludes the fall
5. Ludlow (8-1) def. Anderson Joe Smalzer and one to Phil Big Ten by clouting Indiana 55- 906.
26:25.
•
Cheek, Rutter, Arnett, Strohteamed with Bob Klein on a season for Murray State.
County 42-6.
Other Murray places and meier, Colon and Willcox.
Vierneisel.
Navy, 5-2 and one triumph S.
away from its first winning
season since 1967, stunned 17th.
ranked Pitt 17-0 for what thirdyear Coach George Welsh
called "the best win I've had
since coming to Navy.- The
Middies scored on short runs
by Bob Jackson and Gerry
Goodwin and used a swarming
defense, led by rover Chet
Moeller, to hand the Panthers
their first shutout in three
years under Coach Johnny Majors.
And ISU, under fire from its
fair-weather fans, put a big
feather in beleaguered Coach
Charlie McClendon's cap with a
24-6 decision over South Carolina as Terry Robiskie scored
twice in 11 seconds. The first
came in a one-yard dive and the
second after South Carolina's
Mike Bolden fumbled the entsuing kickoff at his two.
/
—
Not far behind were resurCASH
NO. of
MONTHLY TOTAL
ANNUAL
ME-125
gent Syracuse, 4-3 for the first
ADVANCE MONTHS PAYMENTS PAYMENTS % RATE .
ME-100
time since 1.970101lowing a 22-14
48
-17117- Sit,512.16 ----' 17-80%
- $2,500
come-from-behind victory over
Boston College; North Texas
$87.63
48
$420624
$3,000
17.69%
State, which tacked a 21-14
stunner over Tennessee onto an
$90 41
60
$8,424.60
18.80%
$3,500
earlier rout of Houston; East
Carolina, which struck a blow
$10323
80
$6,193.80
18.76%
- $4,000
for the unheralded Southern
Conference with a 38-17 rout of
Atlantic Coast Conference foe
North Carolina, and Wake Forest, which swamped Virgink,
66-21 for its highest point toal
in 34 years and the most yielded by Virginia since 1933.
MX-74/76
At the top of the heap ‘tas
ME-74/76
Reg. Now No. 1-ranked Ohio State, which
Reg. Now
trimmed Purdue 35-6 as Archie,
1-MT100 Indian
$599
Griffin gained 130 yards to run
Loans and financing
4-125“ Indian
$769 $585
his career total to 4,730, surOff •4 MILWICA
3-.1X50 Indian
to $4,800.
passing the, mark 01 4,715 set
4-MX76 Indian
$529 $398
by Cornell's Ed Marinaro. flow,
Open Friday Niiiht5 Unfit 600
$429
$67a $S3
S2
13
8
1-1911100 Indlon
-ever, it took Griffin-38 regularLarge
loans
for
In Bel-Air Center
Murray
season genes while Merinarn
did it in just 27 game from
Phone 153-5513
Ross Wilder, Mgr.
homeowners.
1969-71.
Runnerup Oklahon4s re.„
mained tied for the Big Eight

Just Seven Games On Road For
Capitals To Score Away Win

How They Fared

acer Golfers
-En d SeasorAt-Tough-Tourney

Several Upsets Mark
College Grid Weekend

Racer Harriers Lose
To Southeast Missouri

"Are you telling us
as homeowners
0 we can get
a large loan?"

Motorcycle
e5idka
r
Fall Clearance Sale

Right.
See the Good News loan people.
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Hancock's Big Anniversary Celebration

FABRIC
Don
Miss

Don't
Miss
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FOLLOW THE CROWDS OF HAPPY BARGAIN HUNTERS TO HANCOCK'S!

MORE BIG SAVINGS STARTS MONDAY

'ers
At
rney

.of Murray, formerly of Canni, 114
F.atity Lewis BLankeris1.-6
will present her senior vocal recital at Murray State lkiversity Sunday afternoon, Nov. 2.
Scheduled at 2 p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle fine Arts Center, the program by Mrs. Blankenship, a
soprano, will include:
"Volkslied" by Schumann, "Gretchen am Spinnrade" by
Schubert,"Mutterschermz" by Grieg,"Wie Melodien zieht es
mie' by Brahms, "Recontre," Toujours," and "Adieu," all by
Faure, "Romance" by Debussy, and "Song of Perfect
Propriety," "One Perfect Rose," and "Ultimatum," all by
Barab.
Mrs. Blankenship, a musk education major, is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lewis of 214 Fourth Street in Carmi, Ill.
Her husband is Mark Blankenship of Murray.
She has been active in the Student Government
Association at Murray State, having served as sophomore
representative, junior class secretary, publicity chairman, and
as a member of committees for Insight, Miss Murray State,
elections, and Freshman Week She attended the national
SGA convention last year.
Mrs. Blankenship is also a member of Sigma Alpha Iota
women's professional music fraternity and Alpha Omicron
Pi social sorority.
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I nternational_Debate With Team
From England Slated October 31

le team
hio State
ama 748,
Southern
te 754,
r59, Oral
ma 765,
9i State
(entucky
, Tulane
see 779,
rbilt 783

The Department of Speech
and Theatre at Murray State
University recently announced
plans to host international
debates with representatives
from Oxford University of
England. In observance of the
bicentennial year the topic for
debate will be, "Resolved: That
the American revoltuion was a
social and political failure. The
british team will affirm the
resolution and the M.S.U.
representatives will debate the
negative.

.ay had a
rnament
for 11th.
included
y Patton
ind Brad

s the fall
,te.

The British team will consist
of Patrick Roche and John
Williams Roche was born in
London on May 25, 1953, and
educated at a Catholic school in
Sussex, where he was Head
Boy. Before going to the
university, he worked his way
around South Africa as a
stationery salesman and earned
enough to travel overland to
Kenya. He got an Exhibition to
University College, Oxford, to
read Modern History. Much of
his time at Oxford University
Labor Club, was active in both
1974 general elections and stood
for President of the Oxford
Union, after speaking in
debates on Workers' Control of
Industry, the Middle East, Fox
Hunting, Ireland, the Liberal
Party and "This House Yearns
for the Days of .its Grandmother." He intends to become
a barrister. His interests include reading, music, sailing
and the theatre.

M1111111111•11W

Parliament and have a political
career.
Murray State will be
represented by Dr. Jerry Mayes
and Robert Valentine. Dr.
Mayes is a former Murray State
debater and is currently
Director of Debate. Valentine is
a former debater at the
University of Kentucky and is
currently a staff member of the
Department of Speech and
Theatre.
The debate will commence at
1 :30 p. m. October 31, 1975, at
school
university
the
auditorium on The Murray
State campus. While students
are particularly encouraged to
attend, the debate is open to all
interested persons. There will
be an admission charge of 50
cents to help defray the cost
incurred in securing the British
team. The
participating
entertain
debaters
will
questions from the floor at the
conclusion of the formal
presentations.
Dr. Vernon Gantt, Chairman
of Speech and Theatre, indicated that this should be one
of the most interesting international debates on this
campus in recent history.
The international debaters
are sponsored by the Speech
Communication Association of
America in conjunction with
colleges and universities across
the nation.

BRUSHED
PRE-WASHED DENIM
•50% COTTON 50% POLYESTER
•FADED BLUE AND KHAKI
•REG. $3.98 YARD
•PERM-PRESS

FLANNEL
OUTING
CHILDREN'S PRINTS

•PLAIDS AND
•45" WIDE
•REG. $2.29
•PERM-PRESS

YARD

YARD

ENTIRE STOCK BURLINGIONNKLOPMAN FABRICS
"OUR ENTIRE DRESSMAKER MOP"
FEATURING:
SURALINE
DOUBLE KNITS
QIANAS
POLYESTER KNIT PRINTS
ALL 60 INCHES WIDE
VALUES TO $5.98 YARD
ALL CURRENT SEASON COLORS AND STYLING

998
ALL

COATS AND CLARKS
DUAL DUTY POLYESTER THREAD
•325 YARD SPOOLS
•REG. 70' EACH

YARD

IRON-ON

POLYESTER INTERFACING

•10 COLORS & WHITE & BLACK
•LIMIT 10 SPOOLS!

SPOOLS FOR

$100

YARDS
$100
Reg. $1.39 YARD
.CLIP THIS COUPON 47.

NO ROLL POLYESTER ELASTIC
•PEG. 59 YARD
•SAVE 77'

3/4" WIDE AND 1" WIDE

FREE!!
BRING THIS COUPON
AND RECEIVE A HANDY

Miss Your Paper?

.4..

•
•PLAIDS, FLANNELS, TWEED, ETC.
•60" WIDE
•MACHINE WASH
•VALUES TO d•
$6.98 YARD

98

Gantt To Make
Presentation
At Workshop

John Williams was born on
December 12, 1953. He attended
St. Peters School in York before
entering Oxford University. At
Oxford he served as Secretary
of the Union Society. He was
Dr. Vernon Gantt, chairman
defeated in his bid for the Union
Presidency. Much of his time of the Department of Speech
was devoted to politics. He and Theatre at Murray State
served as President of the University, will make a
Conservative Association. Upon presentation of the Comhis graduation, Williams went munications Self-Audit at a fall
to work for the J. Walter workshop of the Kentucky
Thompson Agency. His ultimate Member Services Association
ambition is to be elected to (KMSA) in Lexington Tuesday,
Oct 28.
The meeting of the KMSA,
which is made up of
representatives of the rural
Subscribers who have sot
electric cooperatives in West
received
their homeKentucky, will be held at the
delivered copy of The
Hospitality Inn in Lexington.
Devised by Gantt and Robert
Murray Ledger a Thiess by
Valentine, instructor of speech,
5130 p.m. ere vrged to cell
the Communications Self-Audit
753-1116 botweett 5:30 p.
is a tool to help indivicluaLs
6 p. rt. to Were
assess their communications
idivery ,ef • newspeper.
skills in dealing with both
Gib ow* be pieced before
people they serve and people
60.a.
with whom they work.

BLENDS
WOOt
POLYESTER-WOOL

(11)
1
YARDS $

YARDSTICK

.41

....NUBIANNNW 44111040
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USDA-Advises Egg Producers
To Make Plans On New Board

Complete Tire Service
El Dorado Tires CBI Tires
for Tractors, Combines, Truck and
Passenger cars including a complete
line of Rain, Mud and Snow Tires

rim

Purchase Tire Mart
East Main at Industrial Road
Max Keel, Mgr.
753-7111

M MACHINER
SALES AND swim ON
Alt BRANDS Of FARM
EQUIPMEN1

1
WHEN IT COMES TO

REALLY SAVING MONEY
ON NEW OR USED

4.

FARM EQUIPMENT

-14

IlLPc

. . . You're On Target

•

EVERYTIME
At
TOMMY'S

CHECK WITH US AND BEAT
THE MANUFACTURERS PRICE
INCREASE ON All NEW
FARM EQUIPMENT.

A Visit From You
Would Be Appreciated!
EIPERINCH) MECHANICS ON DUTY All WEEK!

TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
OPEN AT 7:30 MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
PHONE 2174020 PHONE 753-7151 HIER 5 PM
JUNCTION Ill & SEDALIA ROAD MAYFIELD. KY

ATTENTION
MR.FARMER
Do I Pay Taxes
On The Income
Earned by My Account?

Kenneth Paschall
Member of Month
Kenneth Paschall, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carves Paschall of
Hazel Route Two, has been selected by the Calloway County Chapter of the future farmers of America as Member of
the Month for September. The student was chosen as a
result of winning the FFA Dairy Showmanship contest at the
Mid-South fair in Memphis, Tenn. He competed against
members from Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, Arkansas,
and Mississippi. He also attended the Safety Seminar at Bardstown in July. His farming program consists of nine

registered jersey dairy animals. fourteen acres of corn, ten
acres of soybeans, and five acres of has. He is a sophomore
at Calloway County High School, a member of the Green
Plain Church of Christ, and a member of the Pep Club and
the Beta Club.

Farmer Classes To
Begin At Center Here
The Calloway County Young
Farmer Class and the Kirksey
Adult Farmer Class will begin
on November 3 and 4, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Vocational Education Center.
The Young Farmer class will
start on Monday, November 3 at
7:30 p. m. The class is composed
of young-adult farmers and
those interested in Agriculture
from all parts of the county.
The Kirksey Adult Class will
begin on Tuesday, November 4,
at 7:00 p. m.
iThe classPs meet once each
wleek for 10 weeks. Production
Agriculture topics will be
discussed in both classes. Attention will be centered on farm
crop
and
management
production, specifically in the
areas of corn and soybean
production, herbicide recommendations, no-till farming,
conserving the soil and fertility
with various row cropping
systems, market outlooks, and
precautions in using pesticides.
Two sessions are planned on the
topics of property rights and
--estate planning.—
Interested persons are
welcome and encouraged to
enroll in the class of their
choice. At the conclusion of
these classes, the New Concord
and Lynn Grove classes will
begin. This will be in midJanuary, 1976.
The classes will be conducted

The earnings of your account are not
currently taxable. Each dollar of earnings
produces additional dollars which are also
not currently taxable. This tax-free compounding continues until retirement.

Your account, including principal and
earnings, is not taxed until you receive your
account in a lump sum, you must include
the entire amount as ordinary income on
the return filed for the year of receipt.
However, you may be eligible to use the
five-year income average provisions
available to all taxpayers.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you,
first hand, how such an account might benefit you.

Murray
--- Bank of
FDIC

requests for certification to H.
C. Kennett Jr., Director,
Poultry Division, AMS, USDA,
Washington, D. C. 20250.
Requests should be received by
Nov. 21. Organizations will be
notified as to their eligibility.
Reguests need to contain the
following information:
1) Name and address of
organization;
2) Geographic territory
covered by the organization's
active membership;
3) Nature and size of the
organization's membership,
proportion of total of such active membership accounted for
by producers of commercial
eggs, a chart showing the egg
production by state in which the
organization has members, and
the volume of commercial eggs
produced by the organization's
active membership in such
state (s);
4) The extent to which the
commercial egg producer
of
membership
such
organization is represented in
setting the organization's
policies;
5) Evidence of stability and
of
the
permanency
organization;
6) Sources from which the
organization's operating funds
are derived;
7) Functions
of — the
organization; and
8) The organization's ability
and willingness to further the
aims and objectives of the act.
The makeup of the initial
board, as provided for in section
1251.328 of the order, would
contain six geographic areas as
follows: Area 1 (CT, DE, DC,
Maine, MD, MA, NH, NJ, NY,
PA, RI, and VT); Area 2 (FL,

GA, NC, SC, VA, and W. VA);
Ai•ea 3 (IL, IN, MI, OH, and
WI); Area 4 (IA, KS, MN, MO,
NE, ND, and SD); Area 5( AL,
AR, KY, LA, MS, OK, TN, and
TX); and Area 6 (AZ, CA, CO,
ID, MT, NV, NM, OR, Utah,
Wash.,and WY). The number of
members, and their alternates,
who would be appointed from
each area are: Area 1-3, Area 24, Area 3-2, Area 4-2, Area 54,
and Area 6-3.
Provision is made in the
order for eligible organizations
within an area to caucus for the
purpose of jointly nominating
board members.

-

BY
1
1. A
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mmiii
CASE 6000 3-bottom
mounted shear bolt plow
(with 17" fluted coulters)
with your purchase ot a new

CASE/DID BROWN
885 990, 995, 1210 or 1212 tractor

Or $800 REDUCTION
From list price on any new 885
900 or 1200 Series DAVID BROWN
tractor with a CASE implement

POLLUTION LAW
Ncw legislation effective
2, 1965, gave the federalWC'S to congovernment
trol water pi I Iran.

OFFER GOOD SEPT 2
OCT 31, 1975

1,1 .McKeel
:
1
.

-aEquipment

oar

Co.

503 Walnut
753-3062
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THE CO-OP STORE
Farmer owned-farmer controlled

FEED
'Co-Op
SEED
Products
FERTILIZER
Insure
Quality' FARM SUPPLIES

Calloway County
Soil Improvement Assoc. Inc.
Industrial Rd.

753-2924
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without tuition at the Vocational
Center by Jamie Potts, adult
Agriculture Teacher.
Three other classes will be
conducted by the teachers of
agricutlure at Calloway County
High School. Cannon Parks will
conduct the Hazel Adult Farmer class, Larry Gilbert will
teach the Alma class, and
Eugene Chaney will instruct the
Faxon class. Meeting places,
dates, and topics will be different in each of these classes.
Officers in the Young-Adult
class are Carves Paschall,
president; Billie Adams, vicepresident; and Sherill Gargus,
secretary. Kirksey Class officers are Clinton Burchett,
president; Charles Tucker,
vice-president; and John
Tucker, secretary.
Last year 203 farmers in
Calloway County were enrolled
in the seven classes.
CONSERVATION
Every county in Kentucky,
except one, has a conservation
district.,,Logan County has two
conservation districts. Districts
work with the division of conservation in the Kentucky
Department for
Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection to protect the state's
natural resources.

Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
Murray's fastest unloading facilities

When Do I Pay Taxes
On My Account?

ATLANTA, Ga. — Egg
producer organizations should
begin planning now if they wish
to participate in selecting an
"Egg Board" to operate in
possible Egg Research and
Promotion Order, advises the
U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA).
Connor Kennett, Director of
the Poultry Division of USDA's
Agricultural Marketing Service
AMS), said in Washington, D.
C. that the 18-member egg
board will administer and carry
out the provisions of an Egg
Research and Promotion Order
if producers in the upcoming
referendum vote favorably on
the establishment of such an
order. The order is authorized
under provisions of the Egg
Research and Consumer Information Act of 1974.
A referendum by eligible egg
producers to determine whether
an egg order should be issued
will be conducted by mail
during the period Nov. 3-28.
Sometime after Nov. 28 — when
completed ballots must be
received — an announcement
will be made as to the outcome
of the vote. If the vote is
favorable, eligible
organizations will have 30 days
after the result of the
referendum is published to
submit nominations for the egg
board.
egg
producer
Eligible
organizations, associations or
cooperatives must be certified
.by the Secretary of Agriculture
to participate in nominating egg
board members and alternate
members — who would be egg
producers or their represen!a-Ives. Those wishing to
pancipate should send their

Ti
Tr

Buyers of

CORN .SOYBEANS *WHEAT

Keys I
Tornm
Anita

We Burn Regular Gas
Only Ten (10) To Pick From
FLEETSIDE PICKUP —6 Cyl.
FRONT BENCH SEAT
BODY SIDE SPEAR MOLDINGS
FLEETSIDE PICKUP BOX
HEAVY DUTY CHASLS EQUIPMENT
L6ENGINE — 250 C. I. D. '
H. D.3-SPEED MANUAL TRANSMLSSION
AM PUSHBUTTON RADIO
PAINTED REAR STEP BUMPER
L78-15/B TBLS HWY BLTD BIAS B/W

$3975.05
No Charge
53.00
No Charge
No Charge
No Charge
30.00
75.00
59.00
No Charge

INFLATION FIGHTER PACKAGE MINUS
L78-151B TBLS HWY BLTD BIAS B/W
L78-15/B TBLS HWY BLTD BIAS B/W
CONVENTIONAL TWO-TONE PAINT
FULL-DEPTHFOAM SEAT
GAUGES—VOLTMETER,OIL & TEM
61 GRECIAN BRONZE 12 FROST WHITE
VSS1 SADDLE VINYL BENCH
KEY NOS.75A3 52C5 Time 2.1
DestinatioriCharge
Total List Price

65.79
No Charge
No Charge
51.00
34.00
20.00
No,Charge
No Charge
Destin.
195.00

4426.26

Distributors of
Jan Dalton

Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky Registered and certified
Soybean Seed
Board
continually reports Chicago
Direct teletype
Wheat
Corn, Soybeans and
of Trade and prices of
L---

\

Hugh Wright

Jerry Boyd
J. H.Hardiman Nix

Dwain Taylor

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Don Boaz, Owner

Bobby Meador, Mgr

ir
641 South

)
1
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7S3-2617
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Permit Needed For Cattle
Shipped To State From Texas

FARM NNW&FOREM.
Tips For Safer
Trick Or Treating

Mom
It plow
)ulters)

of a new

ROWN
1 2 tractor
C110N

new 885
D BROWN
implement

'T 25

icKeel
pment Co.

Walnut
753-3062

ZE

By Barletta Wrather
Home Ec. Agent
1. A parent should always
accompany young children on
their rounds. If a group is going
out together, a responsible adult
should follow to let people know
that the youngsters are
chaperoned.
2. The "cranks," people who
dislike children, are usually
well known to the community.
Children should be told to stay
away from these particular
homes.
3. Review pedestrian safety
rules before children leave
home. Dusk, the time when
most children are out, is particularly hazardous. Remind
them: cross only at corners;
wait on the curb for the green
light; look both ways before
crossing; walk on sidewalks,
not roads.
4. Urge children to stay in
their own neighborhoods where
they are known. Tell them to
avoid homes that are dark or
dimly lit; people who welcome
Halloweeners generally leave
lights on for them.

FOOD
USDA
Agricultural Marketing Service

5. Never put candle-lit
pumpkins outside where they
can be knocked over accidentally. If neighbors have
placed such jack-o-lanterns
outside in the past, suggest they
move them to a safer spot indoors. Never use candles in
papier mache or plastic
pumpkins or other such home
decorations.
6. Set a time limit for trickor-treating. About one hour is
sufficient for ages up to 13.
Older children also should be
told when to be home. Let them
know special refreshments
await them when they do get
home.
7. Emphasize to the children
that they are not to eat any of
the goodies they collect until
they get home. Examine
carefully everything they
receive; discard anything
unpackaged or with wrappings
which seem to have been undone or are torn. Wash and cut
fruit into small pieces. unwrap
packaged candies to check eacb
piece.

Welding

Fabrication

Murray,Machine and Tool Co.
Industrial Road

1C.

ings were 9% greater than
1974, and about 20% above
'72-74 average. Frozen green
peas, snap beans, and sweet
corn averaged about 20%
above 1974 stocks.
eresh potatoes • . . adequate. Fall crop is 8% below
last year, but 1% larger than
'72-74 average. Fresh onions
...adequate. Frozen potatoes
_plentiful. Aug. 31 holdings
were 45% more than a year
earlier, and 54% greater than
1972-74 average for the date.

753-3474

As of mid-October, the supply situation in November is expected to look like this . . .
Commercial stocks of but
RED MEATS—
nonfat dry milk, and AmBeef . . . plentiful. Weekly erican cheese on Sept. 1 were
production rates are expected
well below 1974 levels. Amerito be near Oct. levels, up 3can cheese, however, while
earlier,
and
4% from year
19% below last year, was 2%
about 7% above 1972-74 avhigher than three-year average.
erage. Prime and Choice beef
will account for a smaller share FRUITS, VEGETABLES, NUTS
Peanuts . . plentiful, with
of total output than year earFresh
apples . . . plentiful. Aug. 31 stocks up 25% from
lier. Pork . . . light. Output in
Record crop 13% above 1974 year ago. A record crop is esNov. will continue light proutilized production and 17% timated for 1975. Walnuts .
duction rates near Oct. levels,
plentiful. Record 1975 crop
above 1972-74 average. Fresh
averaging about 25% below
pears... plentiful, 1975 crop estimated 22% larger than
below
well
year earlier and
last year's, and 9% ahead of
slightly larger than '74's, and
'72-74 average for the month.
7% above 1972-74 average. the 1973 record. Dried prunes
Fresh cranberries and cran- . . . plentiful. Almonds . . .
POULTRY & EGGS —
berry products . . . plentiful. plentiful, large carryover from
Broiler-fryers . .. adequate. Fresh grapes . . . adequate. record 1974 crop. Raisins...
Weekly production rates ex- Production of California's taplentiful,
pected to average about 13%
ble varieties is down 19%
than
last
year.
more
from 1974, but 10% above GRAINS & LEGUMES —
1972-74 average.
Wheat .. . plentiful. ProducTurkey . . adequate. New
tion expected to reach record
crop marketings anticipated
- Canned non-citrus fruits... 2,138 million bushels, up
5% above Nov. 1974, but 9%
plentiful.
19% from last year and 27%
below 1972-74 average. Nov.
higher than 1972-74 average.
1 cold storage holdings 15%
Fresh citrus fruits and juices
below last year's record, 4% ... plentiful. Early, mid-sea- Dry beans . . . plentiful. Probelow 1972-74 average.
son, and Navel orange pro- duction in 1975 expected to
duction slightly below last seareach 18.3 million cwt., 12%
Eggs . . . adequate. Nov. son's, but 6% above most
below last year's crop but only
egg output is not likely to
recent 3 - seasons' average. 1% below 1972-74 average.
change significantly.
Grapefruit is forecast at a recDry peas . . . plentiful. Corn
ord, up 13% from last year. • . . plentiful for food as well
MILK & DAIRY PRODUCTS—
Oct. 4 stocks of Florida frozen
as feed use. Production in '75
Milk . . . adequate produc- concentrated orange juice were
expected to reach record of
tion showing some recovery. 4% below a year earlier, but
5,737 million bushels, a 1%
Sept. production was only.4% 12% greater than most recent
hike from last month's forebelow year ago; butter....ade- 3-seasons' average.
cast, a 23% increase over '74
quate, although production
crop, and 8% higher than
Canned and frozen vegewas down 16% from last year
1972-74 average.
plentiful.
Canned
below
'72tables
.
.
average and 12%
• •
Rice
. plentiful. Producabove
vegetables about 10%
74 average for Aug. American
both last year and 1972-74 tion estimated at 122.4 milcheese ... adequate, but down
7 and 5% respectively; nonfat average. Increase centered on li& cwt. is 2% below last
dry milk..,adequate, although canned snap beans, sweet month's estimate, but 7%
corn, green peas, and tomato above record set last year and
down 23 and 11% respecproducts. Aug. 31 frozen hold- 26% over 1972-74 average.
tively.

_.:Tarminology used: PLENTIPUL-...More than enough for requirements. ADEQUATE — Enough to
meet mods. LIGHT— Less than adequate; not enough for normal needs.

Kentucky Girls Make History With
Win At National 4-H Judging Contest

Shop for money
like vu do machinery
Carefully

University
According to Nicolai, for the contest, held at the
in the
earlier
Kentucky
of
past four years, the team
summer.
winning the National 4-H Dairy
Judging Contest has gone to
England to compete in dairy
judging at the International
Royal Show of Great Britain. He
added that the Kentucky team
could be invited to take part in
this event, sponsored by the
The 1975 national champions Young Farmers Clubs there,
in 9-H dairy cattle juding are next July. Last year's national
Sharon Hahn, Bondville; Alta champion 9-H dairy judging
Mae Keightley, Harrodsburg; team, from Maryland, placed
and Jan Sanford, Bondville (all first in the English contest
from Mercer County), with
The Columbus win marked
Susan Snider, Franklin (Simp- the second time in as rnari
son County), as team alternate. weeks that all-girl Kentuck
Team coach was John Nicolai, teams had taken top honors in
Extension dairy specialist at out-of-state dairy judging
the University of Kentucky contests. A team made up of
College of Agriculture,, Who - Dianne Bussell, Mays Lick
accompanied the team to the (Mason County); Jan Sanford,
Oct. 6 contest, held during the Bondville (Mercher County);
North American Dairy Show in Dana Shipley, Murray, and
Columbus.
Debra Tucker, Kirksey (both of
Alta Mae Keightly also placed Calloway County) won the Midfirst in overall individual South 4-H National Dairy
scoring in the contest, thereby Judging Contest in Memphis,
winning a $500 scholarship. TN, Sept. 22. Jan Sanford, who
Sharon Hahn and Jan Sanford also judged in Columbus, was
tied for eleventh place in in- high individual in this contest.
dividual scoring.
These teams were chosen to
As a team, the girls placed represent Kentucky at the two
second in judging Holsteins, events during the Kentucky 4-H
Jerseys and Brown Swiss; Dairy Judging Finals, held at
eighth in judging Guernseys; the Kentucky State Fair. Those
and fourteenth in Ayrshire scoring highest represented
judging. Taking part in the Kentucky in Columbus, with
contest were 35 state champion those ranking next highest in
the contest going to Memphis.
4-H teams.
Competing in the State Finals
were those 4-H'ers who had won
top honors in judging dairy
cattle during the state-wide
COLUMBUS, OH. — A team
of Kentucky 4-H'ers made
history in Columbs, OH recently
at the National 4-H Dairy
Judging Contest. Never before
in the 55-year history of this
event had an all-girl team won
the contest — and never before
had a Kentucky team taken the
top honors.

You seldom buy the first piece- of equipment
you see. You study literature. You ask questions. You visit several dealers. You're making
a whopping investment-perhaps all the profits
from an entire crop. And you're Just as selective when buying cattle or other livestock_ You
Judge brand or breed on the basis of perform-

ance. service and value. Be the same way
about your source of operating capital. Talk to

your Production Credit man.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
Kentucky Department of
Agriculture announced Thursday that cattle being shipped
into Kentucky from Texas must
enter the state under a permit
issued
by
the
State
Veterinarian's Office in Frankfort.
Dr. Tom Maddox, state
veterinarian and director of the
division of livestock sanitation,
said the action was being taken
because of the large number of
brucellosis-infected herds in
Texas. According to U. S.
Department of Agriculture
figures, Texas had 3,083 cattle
herds under quarantine as of
Aug. 31. This is about one-third
of the 9,452 infected herds
identified nationally.
Persons moving Texas cattle
into Kentucky must contact the
State Veterinarian's Office and
obtain an official permit. Once
the permit has been obtained

and the shipment brought in,
the cattle must be quarantined
on the farm for 30 days. At the
end of 30 days,the animals must
be retested.
Under normal conditions,

cattle can be brought into
Kentucky under an approved
health certificate. The certificate shows health officials
that the animals have been
tested and are from a

brucellosis-free herd.
In instances where there is a
large number of infected herds,
such as is the case with Texas,
health officials are concerned
that negative animals may have
been exposed to diseased
animals. By requiring a permit
for entry into Kentucky, officials can keep track of
animals that, although negative
at the time of entry, might
become reactors within 30 days.

MF 255
to tackle

50 hp*

Eager
many tough jobs

• New Power
• Big Capacity Hydraulics
• Easy Servicing Features
• Hydrostatic Power Steering (std.)
• New Styling
• Improved 8-Speed Transmission

flisSennift ford Mooned? Gies

Battery
Reg. $134
$94

Battery
fits z090-5000
Res. S97

$L750

Murray Ford
Hwy 94 • Tractor 153-94
:
2

• New Options and
Accessories
•Standard, Row Cwop
and Low Profile

Hitch up MF
toMassey

•Mfr. est.

Stokes Tractor
& Implement Co.
753-1319

Industrial Rd.

J-D Equipment

USED COMBINES

2-1967 model 45.1/10' header

11•31181i

,
11

4111140

1-1964 model 55 W/13' header
1-1967 model 55 W/13' header

Jackson Purchase KA
305 N. Mb St.
Murray, Ky. 733-S402
Field Office Manager
Keys F. Keel
Tommy Murphey... .Field Representative
Secretary Me ffp ahnd IXople
Anita McCallon-

1-used 3-row narrow corn header

COMING
SOON

65.79
o Charge
o Charge
51.00
34.00
20.00
o Charge.
o Charge
Destin.
195.00
4426.26

New.4568
turbo
4-Wheel Drive
300 Engine H. P.
Order Now
m
0
C.1111.1 .s.••• 111.011.,

Me mi..
••••t
meaty (maw trqueetto
mtg.. Mt t•Im
• 'et..

m

Wright

3-261 7

IMIIMMUMOSIAL 111.111VIESTIR

Here's a money protection plan from IH that lets you power-up for next season now — and
save. Trade or buy a new IH Tractor through IHCC. — No finance charge until March 1976.
On top of that, your new tractor purchase is eligible for an investment tax credit in 1975.
Why wait? Tractor buying was never better. See us for details

Equipment Co. _
Murray, Ky.

753-2215

SPECIAL
This month

A Consumer TIP
*ern Extension Specialists it
die UK Censor of Aviculture
Prices per pound for beef
chuck roast, pork rib roasts,
ground beef, and beef liver
may be about the same at
your grocery store, but the
roasts are actually about
twice as expensive as the
ground beef and beef liver In
most cases, a pouna of these
roasts provides only about
half as much cooked lean
meat s a pound of ground
beef de beef liver -the other
half pound of roaslt is bone.
excess fat and drippings.
Therefore, it would take
twice as many pounds and
twice as much money to feed
your farn/ly • #14;4 (Q111,14i as it would the v mind beef or
liver. UK Extension foods
specialists point out.

month
and next

only!

iliscount
10%OH ALL Pan

)
1111111161%JOHN DEERE

-D EIDUIPMENT,INIC
Paris Road,Mayfield
Co-Owners: Robert Batt and J. W. McCarty -
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ADVERTISE WHERE/TPAYS. /1"PAYS70ADVERTISE
Cia5Sertte

MM.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

JARMAN
SHOES

Murray Coins
And Antiques

KING'S DEN

Colas Geld-Saver earl
Depreuiee Wass

Skoppimi renter

opposite bus station
108 North 6th Street
753-0140.

51

WILL DO HOUSECLEANING for you. Call 753-4917.

Crossword Puzzler

submitted by 12 noon,
day
before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.

available. Call 753-0034.

It

is that time of year
again, when everyone
should consider whether
that chain-saw that has
been in storage all summer will rim, or maybe
it needs a new chain, or
a new sprocket, or
maybe you just need
that right oil formula for
mixing with fuel. What
every your needs may

parts &
accessories, we have it
AND AT A PRICE YOU
be for chain-saw

glig

CAN AFFORT TOO! We
also have the PIONEER
CHAINSAWS,one of the
beet quality, fastest cutting saws on market
today. So come in right

im

0.15, ill WM'
m

a

IIiiik 62

.,. „
al „.

1Equality

ANt.4
•:::;;

0

WX

Disir. by Uni

PF.4‘11 I %.

L1NU5...

Classified

Display,

Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753-1916
and 7.53-1917

East Side
Wel Engine

'

Millimoy 64 MO
teorroy, ey.
1s3-0437

ê-7

THE BEST WAY TO CELEBRATE,
OF COURSE, 15 TO 60 OVER
7Z) BILL MXILDIKSHOLI5E A14D
QUAFF A FEW ROOT BEERS

DO YOU THINK IT'S WRON6
TO BE STTIN6 IN A PUMPKIN
PATCH WAITINE) FOR THE"GREAT
PUMPKiN”ON VETERAN'S COX ?

(TOW IS
VETERANS 04,1,

and

753-1918.

Retail Display advertising 753-1919

away to

hI

Nature Syndicati. Inc

News, Society
Sports

black Labrador Ftetreiver
in the Cypress Bay Resort
area. Reward offered.
Call 901-232-8662

SEVERAL OPENINGS are
available due to expansion of local business.
Excellent
pay
opportunities, good working
conditions,
employee
benefits. For confidential
interview phone 753-8707
between 10 a. m. and 5 p.
m.

MAN

WITH
previous
cleaning experience to
work with floor service
and
carpet
cleaning
crews. Opportunity for
advancement. Apply in
person at Marina Industrial Supply. No phone
calls please.

1. Interested in his own office
2. ha el sales Crew
3. High Commission
4. &romp Insurance
5. Individual Insurance
6. leads furnished
7 Call 753-2428

Bill Union Bankers

670 Highland

•

Paducah, Kentucky

t

I GET YOU,
BEETLE!
GET
YOU!!

HEY! THAT
LOOKS LIKE A
NEW PENCIL
DOWN THERE

*01.1 CAN EAT AT THE
PX IF YOU DON 1T
LIKE MY COOKINer.i
./

• trade. Must be able to
_ travel. Not afraid to climb
__and willing to work. Only
that
are
men
mechanically
inclined.
Earning in excess of
$200.00 per week. ASCO
Gutter Co., 705 Pine
Street, Paris, Tenn. No
phone calls.
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DOES IT REMEMBER THI5 F/6uRE WHOSE
"'
6REAT NOI5E (,4 6UN) TERRIFIEL, IT ?
p. I KNOW- HY moThER
WOuL_CiN'T LET rie BRING
p‘>y. A REAL HORSE IN
41°Ira

THE

\

rifc-N

1

,

•

HOUSE

1ri,
t

.
. ?-.-7

11

91z

IT'S A TWISTER- AN'
Ir5 HEAD{)FO'/4
DELLY-CUTWH

Too-

0MOVE!!

AN BIN BE6SIN' YO'TO MARRY ME,
LINDA LOVENOSE, BUT THIS TIME
AN 15 GONNA CARRY YOUR SOFT WHITE
BODY OFF IN MAN ARMS rr
iOr

!!'

8• Storage Buildings
CUSTOM-BUILT Portable
Buildings. 8'1104388, 8x12-

•

4

753-7370.
Farm
Equipment-disc,
bushog, grader blade,
grader box. Call 753-7370.

References

20. Sports Equipment

12. Insurance
The sooner you call,
the sooner
you save
Phone 753-049
sato Of SWUM
14.

Want To Buy

VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter
and
up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 354-8440.

15 Articles For Sale
FOUR RICKS of firewood
for sale. Call 753-2473.
TWO WHEEL trailer, all
steel end gates, and sides
wood. Also spare. Call
753-4889.

homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-

1918 or 443-8226.

4ORTHWESTERN GOLF

CLUBS, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70z 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" - 10 speed.
Call 4374570 or 437-4733.

12x70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
central heat and air,
carpeted
throughout,
refrigerator and stove,
electric fireplace, underpinned, extellent
condition. Call 753-9816.

COMPLETE McGregor, 60 NICE BIG unfurnished
for
series, golf clubs, $348.00
a
value, for $250.00. Fancy
Smith and Wesson K
Frame. Target grips, 492-8348.
15.00. Call 753-8964.
TWO BEDROOM, all
1075 DELTA PRO BASS
electric, large lot, $70 per _
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
month. Also private trolling motor, power
shady lot to park mobile'
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753home. Call 489-2595.
3226 after 4.
FOX MEADOWS AND
22. Musical
Coach Estates Mobile
Home Parks. South 16th
BALDWIN electric guitar
Street. Homes and spaces
753Call
and amplifier.
for families only. Call 7536171 after 5.
3855.

0

PIANO TUNING, repair 30 Busines.s Rentals
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos, SERVICE STATION
for sale. Ben Dyer 753located at the corner of U.
8911.
S. 641 and Glendale Road,
DO YOU HAVE that rustic
Murray, Ky. Call 614-436setting in your home? I
1080
have handcrafted tables FIVE STRING banjo also a
new Captains bed with
of various woods. End
firm mattress. Call 753- 32 Apartments For Rent
tables, coffee tables,
2620.
dining tables, custom
FURNISHED
APARTorders.on request. For an FLUTE SELMER
Signet.
MENTS. One or two
appoinohent or more
Special 2 years old, good
bedrooms. Zimmerman
informatios drop by and
condition. With case. Call
Apartments, South 16th
ask for John 94 304 North
753-8046.
Street. 753-6609.
12th Street after 4 p. m.

23. Exterminating

FENDER
STRATOCASTER

case. Call 492-8332.

FREE
!emit.
isspedion

LITTLE GIRL'S dresses
and slacks. Also coats,
sizes 8 and 14,02. King size
and regular size bedspreads with matching
drapes. Call after 5, 7534487.

SOFA AND MATCHING
chairs, recliner, 2 end
tables, 60.00. Bed and
dresser, mattress and
springs, 4000. Call 4928332.
MUST SELL furniture and
miscellaneous. Call 7537644 after 4.

i7 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery,
753-6760,
day or night.

Kelley's

NEAR
within

641. 1
Keys.

T W0
alumni
excelle
10 Mut
large
house
price t
$18,200
Moffitt
South

FOR I/
Real E
servicl
perso
Wilson
South
from U
753-321

night i

mowed

TWO TOY POODLES, 3
months old. One male and
one female. $50.00 each.
Call 753-0757.

Termite &
Pest Control

33. Rooms For Rent
100 S. 13th St.

Phone 753-39H
_

_

Flies, Roaches
Silver Fish Shrubs

A Miscellaneous
FENCE SALE lowest price
this year on chain link
fencing. Call Larry Lyles
at SEARS for
free
estimate. Sale expires
November 5th. Call 7532310.

ROOMS IN a country
home. Seven miles out.
Call 436-2510.

34 Houses For Rent

CB REALISTIC hand held
radio has battery and RF
meter and jacks for extra
speaker, mike, antenna
and AC jack for charge
and power. Call 753-8046.

UNFURNISHED
2
bedroom house attached
garage, working or
retired family. No pets,
$125 month, $50 deposit.
Call 753-6354.

PARADISE KENNELS Boarding and grooming,
pick up and delivery
service now available.
Call 753-4106,

39 Poultry
cluded. External PA jack.
Phone 753-6753.

0

THREE BEDROOM,den,2
bathrooms, dishwasher
and garbage disposal,
carpet, central gas heat
and air conditioning. Call
753-0226 after 5.

NOTICE

CII, squelch
control, all crystals' in-

_

Oak. S
Call 371

one
NICE
bedroom furnished
apartment. Next to White
Hall. $105.00 per month.
Call 753-3805.

Supve.,

23 CHANNtIL

S4110
..

CENTE
potatoe
off Hig

'tiller

Avoid Cos*,
Nemo Ropein

$432, 8x16-$576, 10x20-$989.
Free normal delivery.
Many in stock to choose
1971 It TON Ford tranTWO BEDROOM brick
smission, radiator, 390
from. Any size built to 19. Farm Equipment
house, 1608 Catalina.
intake
and
carburator.
order. Protect your lawn
Couple only. No pets.
1970 Ford Torino body for
and garden tools. Buy a THREE ROW corn header
Deposit required. Call
for a case combine. A
storage building now.
parts. One Chippendale
753-3903.
lime bed for a 2 ton truck.
chair, lion head, back
Prices will never be
Cali 753-0865.
claw feet. Call 753-4716.
lower. We will be closed
FURNISHED
4
for the seasons from
BEDROOM
house
near
TWO
STORY oak log barn.
November 15- 1975 to USED 960 Case combine, 14
university. Call. 753-7575
Excellent condition. Call
March 15, 1976. Hick's
ft. grain table, three 30"
or 753-0669.
753-0870.
Cemetery Road. Call 753narrow row corn headers
0984.
Call 489-2563 after 6 p. m. WE BUY, SELL, and 37. Livestock • Supplies
repair grandfather and
other oh; clocks. The REGISTERED POLLED
HEREFORD bulls, 7 no.
Clock Shy. Call 753-7575.
to 15 no. Also cows, bred
and open heifers. Call 901247-5487,
Rex Robinson.
FOR SALE
NIKKORMAT
FTN
38. Pets Supplies
Black Body. Excellent
condition.
LABRADOR RETRIEVER
Coil 753-8025
puppies. both parents,
hunters. See at 1100
Poplar Street after 6 p.
16'60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753SAMOYED
HUSKY
0870.
puppies. $25.00 each. Call
753-9880.
26 TV Radio

City of Murray property
taxes are due. A ten per cent
(10%) penalty will be added
to all unpaid tax bills November 1. FRIDAY, OCTOBER
31, IS THE LAST DAY TO
AVOID THE PENALTY.
Taxes are payable at the office of the City Clerk in the
City Hall•,
BuildinE

peanuta
gourds
and vel

MURRAY
MANOR
Apartments, 2 bedroom,
unfurnished, except stove
and refrigerator, water
bill paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Start at
120.00 per month. Call 7538888.

with

CLOTHES, LADIES size_
14. Men shirts, size 15151t. Call 753-5686.

GALLIA
STAND
one, col
lb. Hal
plenty(

29. Mobile Home Rentals

GIRL'S COATS for sale
size 11, call 753-2247.

THE MONSTER STARES-

1

THIS IS
NTY HORSE
PINTO

I'M PLAYING
COWBOY

II FT. TILT tralleW .- 'WE BUY used mobile

$100 per month

WANTED SOMEONE to 16. Home Furnishings
sell Watkins Products.
LIVING
ROOM
set,
Call 753-5550.
Kroehler chair, double
mattress and springs,
OPENING FOR men who
tables, lamps, odds and
have ability to become
ends.
Call 753-2703.
lead men and learn a

ocr.-27

27 Mobile Home Sales

LOST A 3 month old male

MAN

To go. t. Olo O. - o.yea
6.10.1••Toros row %masonmow..
ow

&VS-Arm 4.0 am. ,

WE'VE ALWAYS BEEN
LET'S PARTNERS
SHARE OUR GOODIES

e

Main
id•ig Location

TV
with stand. $100. Call 7531566.

19" RCA portable color

16th &

5 Lost And Found

INSURANCE

fa-27

26 TV Radio

Company, 753-402.

Beauty Salon

Cell 753-8525
after 4 p.m.

Help Wanted

PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS

19 Farm Equipment
NEW AND used John
Deere Planters, Allisland
hard
Chalmers
planter. Vinson Tractor

FOR
RENT

your home now and give
possession in the spring?
Wanted:
3
bedroom
ranch, 2 baths, family
central
room,
air,
fireplace, patio, 2 car
garage or carport, dining
room or dining area.
Reply 32G, Murray.

MALE OR FEMALE to
work
in
hardware
department, should have
some
knowledge
of
RIB SHACK is now open 7 hardware. Good working
days a week Featuring:
conditions. 9-4, 5 days a
Bar-B-Que and fresh
week. Longer hours can
vegetables daily.
be arranged if desired.
Send resume to P.O. Box
32D.

Notice

iiiiiiiiiiige 11111161MINV
SS
UI
Ed
IIUU*'

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
& Times

HOMECARE products now

olAmAa pauzli)

61

Comprehensive Care...
753-6622
753-7588
Control
Poison
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

WE LOOK into your needs
as well as at them.
NEEDLINE, 753.6333.

mmunAm
!1E1 rtü lJuo

DOWN

Rescue
ArnbuTance ... 753-9332
Hospital Emergency...
753-5131
......

Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle

!alma pcx4No
womsg wtitmAw

.. 753-1441
.. 753-1821
7534952

Fire ..

the

2 Native metal
3 Knock
• Jogged
Harbor
NM UER3UJZI.2
5 Showy flower
Imitates
6 River in Italy
RUO ROMMIJ
Cheer
Sandarac tree 7 Cloth
[JO= Wffig MWOD
measure
Piece for on*
POME&M 2J3OND
Beverage
8 Dirt
000
207
Rumor
9 Tumultuous
PHallAcA
crowd
Chinese distance measure 10 Toward.
UOMAR r!700
shelter
18 Insect
L-40 MOOWE0 MP
19 Golf mounds 11 Part of toot
UOMVUS Mgaltga:
16 Walked
21 Tag
unsteadily
23 Models
27
27 Roman num- 20 Nahcxx sheep
52 Drunkards
38 Burden of a
22 Part of
ber: 1,050
56 Pronoun
vessel in tons
"to be"
28 Fairy in "The
58 Sodium
Mistakes
11
23 Remunerated
Tempest"
chloride
43 Recent
29 Devoured
24 Vast throng
25 Note of scale 45 Three-toed sloth 59 Guido's high
31 Dawn
note
47 Part of "to be
26 Pigpen
goddess
60 Spanish for
49 Liberated
30 Weirder
34 Negative
"saint"
Comely
50
prefix
32 Kiln
63 Printer's
51 S-shaped
33 Satiate
35 Condensed
mmsum
molding
moisture
36 Small lump
37 Still
39 Cooled lava
40 Change
94 1 A
l3
color of
42 Man's
16
15
nickname
aI 8
14 Cook in oven an.g.W9
20 ZRZ 2i 6111
iiINE:
46 Sun god
W.WIT :TOW
27
26
48 Explicit
a
50 Molds
INV
30
iya:
31 11111
28
53 Singing bird
go
.
37
•
54 Time gone by
39
55 Bane
57 Wipes out
43 iii:ii 4‘
45
anal
al
61 Comparative
ending
••
togm4e. 47
.
4a
62 Old pronoun "wow
64 Festive
f4
.*:W 4'..
5
- i K•k:53
51
65 Things, in law
•Z:X4*P.'•
66 Dispatch '
s•
:::::1161101111
67 Verve
MOW
ACROSS

1
5
9
12
13
14
15
17

WOULD YOU LIKE to sell

You
Need Them:
If

All
display
ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must be

10 Business Opporitun

2. Notice

2 Nn, ce

2
2. Notice

2. Notice

2 NOtice

PAGE 13

LAVING HENS', $1.25.
each. Call 753-3422 days,.
753-2806 nights.

Fl

00

A

ri

6
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•••

ome Sales

used mobile
p prices paid.
Spur Trailer
3cah. Call 4421226.

[NGO Manor,
2 full baths,
at and air,
throughout,
and stove,
-eplar_•e, un, extellent
:all 75:1-9818.

MEM
GALUMORE'S FRUIT
STAND (Hooray!) Come
one, come all, see the 100
lb. Halloween pumpkins,
plenty of apples and fresh
peanuts. Indian corn and
gourds and other fruits
and vegetables.

43 Reai Estate

NEEDS CMILDRINI It bat•large
comfortable kitchen,•saparsee
Iamb roux • fireplace,• formal diming room A ap
premansay 2,000 Sq. Ft. Ws
MN141
iiistaace if
flussoatary sod ealy $32,000.
Jut cal to sae it.

CENTENNIAL sweet
2 mile
1
potatoes for sale. /
off Highway 94 in Pilot
Oak. Sign on highway.
Call 376-5155.

BIDDERS IL SARGIN MINTERS!
Drive by SOS Wait *ea make ••
*HOC. Owner bus wee tow
%Now a moats te sot 3
Inteeenis, I Milts and bru
Nem 2 years Md. List price
532,000. Al remember offers
trOl be countered.

43 Real Estate
ome Rentals

unfurnished
sti
if fritv
ist

ROOM, all
ge lot, $70 per
lso private
park mobile
489-2595.

DOWS AND
ates Mobile
s. South 16th
es and spaces
only. Call 753.

Rentals

STATION
e corner of U.
lendale Road,
. Call 614-436-

) APARTMe or two
Zimmerman
South 16th
509.

MANOR
2 bedroom,
except stove
rator, water
itral heat and
Ling. Start at
nith. Call 753-

31E:1

1.11 atelk.

able color TV
$100. Call 753-

NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
rWO
BEDROOM
(luzninurn siding home in
excellent condition, close
to Murray, carpeted, all
large rooms, just a doll
house on over 1 acre,
price is right too, at only
$18,200 Call to see at
Moffitt Realty Co., 20)6
South 12th, 753-3597.

PRIVATE PARADISE Enjoy veer
Iranian ow volley. Nitre's 20
acres S. W. el Lyme Grove Mai
lets you he ye*. Faster's: 3
bedroom brick Mau, goed stock
hars, 2 peals, arid year neighbor is Westrims. Only 41,0111.
WAYNE WILSON
REAL ESTATE
*cress from Put Office
Plus 753-3263 Anytime

51 Ser,ces Offered

44 Lots For Sac
FIRST TIME offered,
beautiful high wooded lot,
inside city, restricted,
near Bel-Air Shopping
Center on Glendale Rd.
Call 753-6453.
LOT FOR SALE.Sherwood
Forest. $1500. Call 7534910.

46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER, 3 bedrooms,
1'2 baths, Magnolia
Drive. Fully Carpeted,
trees and shrubs, large
family room, dining area,
utility room, double
carport. Call 753-2485.
NEW HOUSE nearing
completion, 4 bedrooms,3
baths, family room with
fireplace, double garage,
dining room and all builtin kitchen. Call 753.3903
for appointment.

1972 CL 350 Honda. Sissy
bar, windshield. Excellent condition. Call 7822746 between 9 arid 3 only,
except Sundays. Nights
382-2299. Must sell, best
offer.

1971 456 HONDA Chopper,
$800.00. Also 8 track tape
and
record
player,
8100.00. 1967 GTO, 6600.00.
Call 753-8334.

r.
a country
si miles out.
3.

or Rent
11100M,den, 2
dishwasher
ge disposal,
tral gas heat
ditioning. Call
?.r 5.

MERCURY, 9
1967
passenger station waton.
Excellent conditi on
Asking 225.00. Call 492- 1 WILL DO babysitting in
my home, 5 days a week.
8332.
Lives across from East
Elementary School on
1957 SUPER charged Pottertown Road. Call
48. Automotive Service
golden hawk Studebaker
753-7506.
New paint job. No tondo.
AM SHOCKS, 39.95. Also
B Allis Chalmers with WE WANT TO MAKE wet
Firestone tires at low
plow, disc, cultivator, basements dry.
No
prices. The Orange
grader blade, and belly digging or pumping.
Station, 401 South 4th,
mower. 1969 GMC Truck. Beaver water control
Murray.
Good condition. Call 753- succeeds where others
8583.
fail. Guaranteed. Check

; HED
4
house near
Call 753-7575

Supplies

ELECLICENSED
TRICIAN - Prompt efficient service. No job too
small. Call Ernest White.
753-0605.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
ALUMINUM SERVICE
COMPANY siding by
Alcoa. Stronger longer
awnings by Howmet
Aluminum or Rigid Vinyl.
No down payment. Free
estimates. Call 4924647.

FOR SALE - HOUSE & 20 acres with ponds and fenced
for cattle 8 miles from Murray on Old Faxon School
Road
3-Bedrooms-Hardwood floors
Living room- carpeted
Kitchen & Dining Room
Den with Fireplace
Separate - 2-car garage
Call 753-1893

Dial-A-service
.;
1.
.4
,
..

CLASSIFIED AD
FALL CLEARANCESALE
TO HELP YOU CLEAR OUT YOUR HOME OR
BUSINESS FOR FALL, THE CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
OF THEAURRAILEDGER AND TIMES IS HAVING A
SALE ON CLASSIFIED ADS ALL DURING THE MONTH OF OCTOBER.

1973 PONTIA( LE MANS
sports coupe, power
steering and air, low
mileage, $2,800 Call 7536404.

All standard rotes on classified display and classified ads will
remain in effect.
Total
No days
No days
Days Run
Free
Paid
4
1
3
8
2
6
12
3
9

D POLLED
)bulls, 7 no.
io cows, bred
.fers. Call 901nt Robinson.

Polies
RETRIEVER
ith parents,
ee at 1100
t after 6p. m?
) HUSKY
1.00 each. Call

53-3422 days,
rts.

Engine Repair
Hwy. 94 E.
Ph. 753-9437

CLEANING,
CARPET
very
experienced,
reasonable rates, FIREWOOD BY truckload.
references, free
ton, on Pottertown
estimates. Quick drying.
Road $10.00, you pick up.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
Call 753-9618.

390 C. I., headers, air
shocks, 4 speed, hurst
shifter, very good body
and interior 1960 VW van
late model rebuilt engine,
body restored, inside
partially customized. Call
753-0822

The sale is open to everyone,for every section on
the classified page, small reader ads or classified
display ads as long as they meet the following
requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
v No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before
expiration.

.00M brick
8 Catalina.
No pets.
luired. Call

EM, $1.2S

1974 CAPRI, air, kl,4-FM
stereo, stick shift excellent condition V 200
Call 753-0358.

East Side Small

SEE l'HE Great Energy
Saver at Roy's Carpenter
Shop. South 4th Street

with
methods
our
satisfied customers. For
free estimates contact
Morgan Construction Co.,
502-442-7026, Route 2, Box
490-A, Paducah, Ky.
42001.

1963 VOISSWAGON.New
paint sob. New interior.
Call 4924332.

1968 EL CAMINO excellent
condition. 307 motor. Call
753-1408.

SKYLARK BUICK. $675.00
Call 753-5389,,.....

2
ISHED
use attached
working or
Lily No pets,
$50 deposit.

S

GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears seamless gutters
SMALL DOZER work
per
installed
your
done. Call 753-7370.
specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
PAINEXPERIENCED
TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour VIEINAMESE MEN will
rake leaves. Call 753-3876.
or job. 753-8343.

1*/2 GRAND TORINO, all
power and air. $2360 Call
753-7907.

FOR SALE
974 CHEVY CHEYENpickup. 350 motor.
Vutomatic, power and
air. Excellent Nnclition.
Coll 753 8025

Roof
Leaf Removing
Equipment

IOU COMET CYCLONE,

POODLES, 3
One male and
$50.00 each.

KENNELS nd grooming,
nd delivery
W available.
1.

Factory Approved
Accutron Service

51 Services Offered

1973 YAMAHA 1X750
chopper, padded sissy
bar, highway bar, it's a
running machine! Call
753-8046.

ROBERTS REALTY l'HREE BEDROOM brick,
1315 Kirkwood Drive.
located on South 12th at
Carpet, appliances,
FOR YOUR insurance,
has
five
Sycamore
Real Estate and Auction
licensed and bonded sales concreted drive, immediate possession.
service, with experienced
personnel to serve you
personnel, contact
plus twenty years ex- $20,000. Call 753-4074 or
753-1311,
Wilson's office at 202
clusive real estate exSouth 4th Street, across
perience. Call 753-1651 or
from the post office or call
come by our ofIlte. We
753-3263 anytime, day,
like to talk REAL DELIGHTFUL, 3
night and holidays.
bedroom, brick on large
ESTATE.
shady lot, dining room
and den, central heat and
FOR SALE
air, all appliances. 401 N.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 Mf 410 with cab and air.
10th Street. Call 753-0690.
1974 MF SIO and corn unit.
1972 PINTO, $1,175. 1971
1972 Ulm Deers 4400 with 14 ft..
THE QUALIFIED perDatsun, $950. 1970 Ford
1967 Job* Deere 95 with 14 rt.
sonnel at Gay Spann
Maverick, $725. Call 4891966 INC 403 with 14 ft.
Realty are waiting to talk
2595.
to you regarding your real
1972 INC 61$ with cab andair.
estate needs. Our time is MUSTANG 1966, 6 cylin1966 NF 510 with 14 ft.
your time. Give us a call
1972 F GLEANER.
der, automatic, 89,000
or drop by the office at 901
1969 F GLEANER.
miles. Excellent ConSycamore Street, 753Mon. $6013. Call 753-0631.
Freeman Machinery Company
7724.
Highway 51 North
2 1970 VW VAN 59,000 actual
/
3 BEDROOM brick 11
Troy, Tenn.
Lynnat
Located
miles. $1,695. Call 753bath.
Phone: 901-932-2151
wood Heights. 382-2731. 9710.

one
ICE
furnished
Next to White
per month.

For dependable watch
and jewelry repair

49 Used Cars & Trucks

HUTCHENS'
JOHN
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.

SHOLAR
CONTACT
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work, 54 free Column
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 3544138 or 354- SWEET LITTLE kittens, 6
weeks old. Call 753-0342.
8161 after 7 p. m.

113$. 11* Street
Norm

"WHERE'S "Wu sPEED You SHOWED W14E1.1
‘ia./ VOTED YOUISE1.F A ?AY RAKE? u

51 Services Offered

WILL DO small carpentry
jobs or put plastic under
houses. Call 753-1603.

Furches
Jewelry

1975 YAMAHA 125 MX,
Call 436-5335 after 5:00 p.
m.

Services Offered

WIRING
ELECTRICAL
home and industrial, air
and
conditioning
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474.4541
or 753-7203.

M&B CONSTRUCTION
Co.,landscaping, backboe
work, general hauling,
bush hogging, Call 4362540.

1973 YAMAHA MX 250,
excellent running condition. Call 753-9168 or 4365370.

11175 YAMAHA DT4N
Enduro, 400 cc, on and off
road bike. Take advantage of fall ,prices.
instead of Spring Stings.
Phone 753-2654.*

'31

.‘

NOW IS THE TIME FOR YOU TO SAVE ON YOUR ADVERTISING Sell
those white elephants you have laying around, rent that apartment,
trailer or house, sell that home or car. Take advantage of this chance
to reduce the money you spend on advertising during Oct. Call now
and arrange for your ad to start on Oct 1st.
•
•

HELPUSTORELP-Y00--ATA SAVINGS TO YOURSELF

---

1973 JEEP TRUCK, 4
wheel drive, automatic
with air, p s and p. b.,
and loaded. 23,000 actual
miles. Excellent condition. $3,400 firm. Call
753-7537.

50 Campers
22 FT. Ft I 1.Y SELFcontained tra% el trailer
1972 model. Sacrifice
$2,750 at Fox Meadows
South 16th Street. Call 7533855.
13' ALL FIBERGLASS
camper. Easy to pull.
Like new. Call 753-1566.
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,.
Coachmar, Trail Star,
Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, ½ mile east
of 68 and 641 intersection.
Draffenvilie, Ky. Phone
527-7807.

51. Services Offered
GENERAL 11.11CKHOF
work. Gravel and top soil
Call 753-5706 (0'4116-2306.
WILL-BABYSTI frofit-11116
a. m. to 4:00 so.
Mondailhrough 'Friday.
Call 753.4)974.

This alphabetized pare %ill run weekly --clip it from
the paper and sa‘e for hand reference)

•

OW
.0

S.'

753-9431
East Side
Small Engine

Fire

753-1441

.
RESIDENTIAL 8.
COMMERCIAL
Installations &
Service
474-8841

24 Hour Service

.

OERRY'S

Highest Prices Paid

382-2299
753-7915

Hanging

753-7414
,

Jerry McCoy,Ovmer
& Operator

436-5840

Free Estimates
.r t

Hinman's
Rentals
.
Ikon Taws. hoops shears,
pet IL tile tools, Wei A Ory rec.
krobber I Polisher, Saes:
-id and crleff
5g. is
fureitere dolfers, picks sue I
,

Painting

Commercial, Residential
Farm Building, rusty
roofs,
References-Freh Estimate
Tremon Farris
Farmington, Rte. 1

Remodeling,
Room Additions
Cabinet Work

Hwy.641
6 Miles South

121S. t Clarks River Bridge )
Murray, Ky.
Paper

Improvement

502-492-8837 1

Iron, aluminum, copper,
and
batteries,
cast,
radiators

Spray Pointing

_

A t R Home

Murray
Metal

753-7203

ANDERSON ELECTRIC

Police

753-1621

Hwy.94 East

ELECTRICAL WIRING

753-0961
7530961

weer te•Is, Mt.

Plumbing
Electric Sewer
Cleaning

436-2490
Service and Repair
24 Hour Service
Norman Kimmerzell

753-5703

Residences, cornmercial. Canvasing, Bill
Houghton, Rte.6, Box 68

802 N. 18th. Street
Murray.

'

i
,,,,,,,,,,

D.C.

Servirevwfp i

Roofing

New Roofs
Reroofing
Repairs

li

If it has an engine we specialize in its repair.

T.V. Sales
and Service

..

0,„ sign of rho prof000lowlel
•DAILY SERVICES•CARPETS

753-3037

•

•110011S• WALLS• FURNITURE
0 STATIC-PROOFINO•SANITIZING

Dunn Furniture
T.V. S,
Appliance

ca ca.,

I 437-4496 1

502) 335-3SO6

Free Estimates
Murray Hwy.
Dexter, Ky.

Denny W. Lawrence,fr.
Professional Cleaning

Quasar

.

Taber's Body
Carrier
p•
Sho
.

Quality Service
LAKELAND tON24 Hour Wrecker Service
Company
STRUCTION. Hacklipe
work in vacinity of al .753-9290
753-3134
i1ind54-goirthCommercial, residential,
753.-3303
Concord. Gravel, white
Industrial
top soil
rock and
753-6177
& Refrigeration
delivered anywhere. Call
Ross, 436-2505, open 7
1301 Chestnut Murray, Ky. We Service All Brands'Ii
days a 'week

While You Wait
duplicating

1753-5397 1
102S. 4thSt.
Mw-ray, Ky.

So. 12th Street
Murray, Ky

Service Master of
Western Kentucky
.

Winchester
Printing
Service, Inc.

1

.

Jackhammer

work Done

Free
Termite Inspection

floors-walls
Concrete
Flies, Roaches,
removed or replaced,
Silver Fish &Shrubs
driveways poured aod
finished. Experienced - Kelley's Termite 8 Pest
finishers. Sandblasting in
Mr rear future' 14155..13111SI. •

- .
901-642-5209
Mucray.Ki
tort Stanley,
Paris, Tennessee

I 753-3914j
lb
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$2 Bill May Make Comeback
Dr. McKenzie Dies
At Age 46; Rites
Here Wednesday
Dr. Hillis S. McKenzie, 46, son
of Rev. and Mrs. Henry
McKenzie, died at his home in
Del Valle, Texas, on Sunday,
shortly after being released
from Breckenridge Hospital in
Austin, where he had been a
patient since suffering a
massive heart attack on October 11.
Dr. McKenzie was graduated
from Wooster College, in Ohio;
from Western Theological
Seminary in Pittsburgh; and
received his Ph. D. degree from
St. Andrews University in
Scotland. He had also done
graduate study in Pittsburgh
University and the London
School of Economics, and had
been a college lecturer in the
University of Alaska, and
Benghazi University in Libya.
Under the State Department,
he was commissioned as a
Fulbright lecturer to the island
of Cypurs,and had also lectured
at universities in Naples, Itlay,
and in Athens.
Az a Presbyterian minister,
Mr. McKenzie was ordained in
First Presbyterian Church,
McKeesport, Pa., and served
for several years as pastor of
First Church in Bucyrus, Ohio,
before assuming the vice
presidency of Missouri Valley
College in Marshall, Mo. He was
affiliated with all the bodies of
the Masonic order.
Survivors, in addition to his
parents, are his wife, Mary
Elizabeth (Giffen) McKenzie;
two daughters, Dorothy Jean, a
student at Reed College in
Portland, Oregon, Norma Jane;
and a son, Ian Stewart, both of
the home address; and one
brother,
Alan
Douglas
McKenzie, of San Antonio,
Texas.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home, Murray, With
Dr. Heston Milligan, pastor of
First Presbyterian Church,
Mayfield, and Rev. William
Lindlorn of Chillicothe, Mo.,
personal friends of the
deceased, officiating. Interment will be in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home at a time to be
announced.

Chester Marine's
Rites Held Here
The funeral for Chester
Marine was held Saturday at
two p. m. at the Chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with his son, Rev. John Marine,
officiating, and his other son,
Dan Marine, as soloist, assisted
Pallbearers were Gary and
Jerry Key, Ron Manning,
Richard Norsworthy, Steve
Marine, Michael Regeiec, and
Jerry Roberts. Burial was in the
Bazzell Cemetery.
Mr. Marine, age 65, died
Wednesday at his home in Oak
Park, Mich. He was the son of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Marine of Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Morene Key Marine; daughter,
Mrs. James Mayville, two sons,
Rev. John Marine and Dan
Marine; four daughters,
Mesdames Lady Jetton, Elsie
Davis, Eva Lawrence, and
Lyndell Finney; three brothers,
Rest:
Marine, Merritt
Marine, and Sam A. Marine;
ten children.

Trellis Seaford
Dies Suddenly At
Local Hospital
Trellis(Red) Seaford of Mg
Story Avenue, Murray, died
Sunday at 1:45 a. in: at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 62 years of
age.
He was injured Saturday
afternoon when he reportedly
fell from a tree he was trimming in the yard of his mother's
home on North Fourth Street.
He was taken by ambulance to
the local hospital and died
unexpectedly Sunday morning.
Mr. Seaford was shop
foreman for Jim Fain Motors, a
member of the Union Grove
Church of Christ, president of
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of the
World, and had sung in quartets
for
many
years. Born
December 27, 1912, in Calloway
County, he was the son of Mrs.
Maude Alton Seaford, who
survives, and the late Ruby L.
Seaford.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ruby Lenning Seaford, 1010
Story Avenue, Murray; mother,
Mrs. Maude Seaford, 409 North
Fourth Street, Murray; two
daughters, Mrs. Shirley Utley,
806 North 19th Street, Murray,
and Mrs. Duncan (Peggy)
Walker,Illinois; two scull, Steve
Seaford, 1010 Story Avenue,
Murray,and David Seaford, 600
Broad Street, Murray; five
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at two p. in. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. Homy
Hargis officiating and the song
service by the singers from the
Union Grove Church. ----Pallbearers will be Jim Fain,
Lester Workman, Bill Bailey,
James E. Hughes, Tilghman
Barrow, and Harold Douglas.
Burial will be in the Murray.
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
$2 bill may soon make a comeback, but the prospect of the
return of a denomination of
currency that went defunct in
1966 leaves a spokesman for
Churchill Downs with mused
feelings.
James 0. Filburn, director of
Harry.B. Moore of 405 North mutuels at Churchill Downs
in
Fifth Street, Murray, died Louisville, said the ;2 bill
Saturday at 10:20 p. m. at the
Westview Nursing Home,
Murray. He was-78 years of age.
The Murray man was a
retired employee of the Ford Prices of stock of local iwtereat at florin.
EDT, today, furnished to the ledger &_
Motor Company, Detroit, Mich., Times by First of Michigan,
Corp., of
and was a member of the First Murray,are as follows:
Baptist Church, Murray.
US. Homes .
Mr. Moore was married to the Ka utinan & Broad
Ponderosa Systems
104 :1-41
former Flora Stewart on April Kimberly Clark
33ts Ai
Carbide
Union
30,
7 unc
21, 1939, and she survives, along
W.It Grace
25% uric
with one brother, Calvin A. Texaco
24k. As
WI 1- LS
Moore of Grand Rapids, Mihh. General Dec
GAF Corp
104-. unc
The deceased was born April Georgia Pacific
43". -4,
28'i tine
22, 1897, in Douglas County, Pfizer
Jun Walters
31% +%
South Dakota, to the late Kirsch
11% unc
...
.......4114 +1
.
Benjamin Franklin Moore and Disney
Franklin Mint
3111
Mary Margaret Lewis Moore.
Prices of gin ks of local interest at noon
Funeral services are being
furnished to the ledge,Si Times by
held today at two p. m. at the today
I M Siimon Co. are as to:lows
chapel of the Max Churchill
Airco
17's -%
Funeral Home with Rev. R. J. Amer
Motors
51
. -,.
Burpoe officiating and W. Ashland Oil
19% unc
A. T. & T..
49k. unc
Rudolph Howard as soloist with Boise Cascade
224 -'4
Richard Jones as organist.
Ford
39% -4
54'11 Ari
Motors
Serving as pallbearers are Gen.
Gen l'ire
17.
4 unc
John Hafford Orr, Wilson Goodrich
17% -1
.
Oil
12
Gulf
une
Garrison, Buel Stalls, Sr., J. P. Pennwalt
27 +,
4
19', As
King, William ICimbro, and Quaker Oats
+L.
Republic
WI
Steel
Rev. Paul Bogard. Burial will Singer
4,.. 10% -Pk
be in the Murray City Taman
54 unc
144 imc
Western
Union
Cemetery.
Zenith
2:14 +%

might create more problems
:an it will solve at the tracks.
-There may be an acceptance of it now, I don't know,"
Filburn said. "But bettors are
very superstitious. . .When I
was at Florida Downs in Tampa 1967) we put the $2 in as a
pr motional thing, to get people
talk about the track.
• We had to abandon the idea,
finally. The money would come
back all mutilated," Filburn recalled. "Maybe it's a new generation now, but that's an 'X'
factor."
Rep. Benjamin Rosenthal, DN.Y., chairman of a subcommittee on commerce consumer
and monetary affairs, has been
badgering the Treasury for
months to bring back the $2
bill.
He started his push last winter and found little resistance,
while at the same time and unbeknown.st to Rosenthal, the
Federal Reserve System, already had commissioned a
study to check into the practicality of reissuing $2 bills.
Treasury Secretary William
Simon told a House committee
in March he had "a personal
bias in favor of the $2 bill and
since then Rosenthal has continued his campaign."
Deputy Secretary Stephen
Gardner indicated this month
the decision to reinstate the $2
bill is just about ready to be
made.

Franco Rallies During Night;
Condition Still Is Critical

MADRID,Spain(AP)— Generalissimo Francisco Franco
rallied again during the night,
his doctors reported today, but
a government spokesman announced he was still in critical
condition.
Spain awaited a new era as
the life of its 82-year-old leader
and his 36-year dictatorship
neared their end.
After heart attacks and subsequent periods of improvement, the 13-man medical team
attending Western Europe's
last surviving dictator announced late Sunday night that
his heart was experiencing
"important rhythmic upsets
with marked accentuation of
the congestive cardiac insufficiency" from which he had
been suffering for two days.
The announcement said he
had been given a blood transfusion because of a gastric hemorrhage, and sources close to
the medical team said the doctors had massaged the heart.
The government radio service
canceled its regular schedule
and played classical music,
awaiting the announcement of
Franco's death.
Instead the doctors announced at 7 a.m, that their
patient had a peaceful night
and his condition had improved

Funeral Is Today
For Rev. Fortner
The funeral for Rev. Henry
Atlee Fortner is being held
today at two p. m. at the Midway Baptist Church, Hickman,
where he was a member, with
Rev. Tildon Garner and Rev.
Leonard Young officiating.
Active pallbearers are Steve
and Kenneth Todd, Aaron and
Paul McWherter, Harry Elkins,
and Alfred Tacker, all
ministers. Honorary
pallbearers are David and Neil
Fortner, Freddie and Steve
Johnson, and Ricky and Anthony Darnell, all grandsons.
Burial will be in the Hickman
Cemetery
with
the
Coleman Funeral Home,
Murray, where friends called
until Sunday night when the
body was taken to the Midway
Church.
Rev. Fortner, age 69, died
Friday at the Western State
Hospital, Hopkinsville. He had
retired as a Baptist minister
after forty years service, and
had served a short term as
interim minister of the Emmanuel
Baptist
Church,
Murray. Born February 18,
1906, in Hickman County, he
was the son of the late Thomas
Marshall and Lettie Beech
Fortner.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Estelle Dublin Fortner, Hickman Route Three, to whom he
was married December 26,
1925; three daughters, Mrs.
Fred (Betty) Johnson, Murray
Route Three, Mrs. Kenneth
Donna Kaye) Ballinger,
Tiptioville, Tenn., and Mrs.
Virgil 'Dorothy Mae) Darnell,
Hickman Route Three; three
sons, Thomas of Jackson,
Tenn., James(Jimmy) of Hickman Route Three, and Marshall
of Porter, Ind., all ministers;
one sister, Mrs. Tommy Sailors,
Humboldt, Tenn.; thirteen
grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.

Jamie W. Sheppard died
Friday at nine p. m at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 80 years of age
and a resident of 301 East 11th
Street, Benton.
The deceased was a retired
controller's assistant with the
McCord Corp., of Detroit, Mich.
He was a member of the Temple
Baptist Church, Detroit, Mich.
Survivors are two sons, W. P.
Sheppard of Orlando, Fla., and
Murray City Police reported
Donald Sheppard of Ferndale, an attack on a Murray woman
Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Max while walking along a city
Locker of Benton Route Seven; street over the weekend.
five grandchildren; seven great
Officers 'kaki the lady was
grandchildren.
walking along Dudley Drive
Funeral beta.serviFes are when two men in a car stopped,
being held today at one p. in7iit - arid'heir
wiiinan'll'iroivflif
the chapel of the Linn Funeral her into the ditch alongside the
Home, Benton, with Rev road.
Rodney Travis officiating
An investigation is continuing
Burial will be in the Harnet into the incident, according to
Cemetery in Marshall Omni

In America,every qualified voter,
male or female, has a voice in determining how the country is governed.
Your vote is the greatest expression
of the democratic principle. Every
time you use.it, you exRrcise a privilege denied the vast majority of the
world's population.
Furthermore, in America you can
express your opinions on political
matters in public anytime...without
fear of suppression providing your
expressed opinions are neither slanderous nor seditious.
America. It's a free country.
And it's up to all of us to keep it
that-way.

trrtIR AY
Member FDIC

KY.

tally, with the treatment, gastric hemorrhaging and the upsets of cardiac rhythm, improving his cardiecirculation and
maintaining a level of con
sciousness," the medical bulletin said.
Silent crowds of newsmen,
photographers and curious
Spaniards came to Franco's
Pardo Palace 10 miles north of
Madrid Sunday, stayed a while
in front of the palace gates and
then drifted away.
It was a day of alerts for
Premier Carlos Arias Navarro,
the three members of the Regency Council and 37-year-old
Prince Juan Carlos de Borbon,
the man picked by Franco to
succeed him as chief of state

and become Spain's first king
in 44 years.
Under the constitution written
by Franco, the Regency Council will exercise the powers of
the chief of 'state from the
death of the dictator until Juan
Carlos is sworn in, probably
within a week.
The three members of the
council are Msgr. Pedro Canter° Cuadrado, the archbishop
of Zaragoza; Alejandro Rodriguez Valcarcel, the president of
the C,ortes or Spanish parliament, and Lt. Gen. Angel Salas
Larrazabal of the air force, the
oldest serving general in the
armed forces.
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'by William M. Boyd

In Egypt in the 4th Century B.C.,
a man could deposit wheat in a
government granary, then pay
bills by writing "checks" which
entitled the payee to withdraw a
specified amount of grain.
So maybe it's not a new idea. It's still mighty cobvenient to
have a checking account. Stop in and open one with us.

